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ABSTRACT

Stainless steels are an important class of alloys and the use of stainless
steels is indispensable. Above all, duplex stainless steels (DSS) are generally
known as material combining good strength with corrosion properties.
However, mechanical behavior of DSS is complex and inhomogeneous, since
respective phases in DSS have different response to applied stress or strain.
Therefore, in recent years, great effort has been made to understand complex
deformation behavior of DSS. There are three conventional deformation
analysis methods for DSS; (1) neutron diffraction analysis, (2) EBSD (texture)
base analysis and (3) digital image base analysis. In this paper, these
deformation analysis methods for DSS are reviewed and some demerits of the
methods are reported. Then advanced analysis methods are developed and
suggested in order to analyze complex deformation behavior of DSS,
precisely.

Neutron diffraction is one of the conventional methods to analyze
deformation behavior of DSS. Especially, the plastic yielding behavior of
each phase in DSS was often focused by time-of-flight (TOF) analysis using
in-situ neutron diffraction. However, it is difficult to separate the individual
contribution of each phase from macroscopic applied stress or strain. And
applied stress can’t be measured precisely by this method since there is a
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limitation in the step for the static load control during in-situ neutron
diffraction. Besides, neutron diffraction has bad accessibility because the size
of equipment is quite huge and there are few places that can use it. For these
reasons, as more accessible technique, nanoindentation was suggested to
measure plastic deformation behavior of each phase in DSS. Nanoindentation
was chosen since separated intrinsic mechanical behavior of each phase can
be measured, and applied stress can be obtained as continuous value by this
technique.

In this research, two specimens of Fe-24.67Cr-7.04Mn-3.98Ni-3.88Mo0.49Si-0.45N-0.022C (DSH) and Fe-17.2Cr-5.9Mn-5.01W-2.54Mo-0.31Si0.43N-0.012C (DSL) were used. Nanoindentation tests were performed to
measure intrinsic deformation behavior of individual α and γ grains guided by
electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD). Generally, maximum shear stress
underneath indenter tip when first pop-in occurs is considered as elasto-plastic
transition stress by dislocation nucleation. Thus maximum shear stress when
first pop-in occurs (τm) is measured to define elasto-plastic transition stress of
each phase in DSH and DSL. In order to correlate the small-scale
nanoindentation behavior to the macro-scale tensile behavior, an angulardispersive in-situ neutron diffraction test was performed using a residual
stress analysis diffractometer equipped with a deformation device enabling
tensile deformation. And the correlation was investigated by comparing the
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indentation load-depth (L-D) curves for each phase with the lattice strains of
various lattice planes in α and γ obtained by in-situ neutron diffraction. In
nanoindentation, γ had approximately 20% lower elasto-plastic transition
stress than α in DSH, while both α and γ had similar elasto-plastic transition
stress in DSL. And this tendency of elasto-plastic transition corresponded
correctly to in-situ neutron diffraction data. Thus we concluded that tendency
of maximum shear stress when first pop-in occurs can represent that of yield
stress. Furthermore, the dislocation nucleation energy (DNE) was calculated
based on nanoindentation results, since it is generally known that the pop-in is
closely related with dislocation nucleation. As expected, these results
correctly correspond with results from nanoindentation. Finally we could
conclude that the difference of elasto-plastic transition stresses in both DSS
can be explained by DNE and the SFE in austenite could be evaluated by
nanoindentation based DNE calculation.

And secondly, EBSD supported DIC (digital image correlation) analysis
was developed to improve both texture and digital image base deformation
analysis methods for DSS. In texture base deformation analysis for DSS, the
phase which has intensely distorted texture regards as severely deformed
phase. However, correlation between strain and misorientation is not
investigated clearly. Thus it is ambiguous to define deformation by texture
information and, of course, accurate strain cannot be measured by EBSD base
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deformation analysis. On the contrary, precise quantitative strain can be
directly measured by digital image base deformation analysis method called
DIC. But with this method, phase/grain boundaries cannot be identified
clearly because they are observed by etched surface morphology. However, in
order to analyze complex deformation of DSS, accurate quantitative local
strain and precise phase/grain information are both necessary. Thus EBSD
supported DIC analysis method was developed in order to measure accurate
quantitative strain with regarding precise microstructure and texture. In
addition, relation between local strain and misorientation was investigated to
verify texture base deformation analysis.

In order to develop EBSD supported DIC technique, full annealed pure
copper sheet (purity 99.9%) was used in this research. For DIC analysis,
grayscale random pattern is required on the surface of specimen. Speckle
patterning method has been conventionally used for this, but it is shown that
speckle patterning is inappropriate for EBSD since the speckles disturb
contact of electron beam. In order to obtain well indexed precise EBSD image
with grayscale patterned surface image for DIC, carbon coat patterning
technique was developed and applied. After carbon coat patterning, selected
area of Cu specimen was captured while tensile test by in-situ SEM equipped
with a deformation module. The area was also scanned by EBSD. The
sequential SEM images during deformation were analyzed by DIC and
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quantitative strain maps were drawn. Consequently, accurate quantitative
strain, precise microstructure and texture of the selected area could be
measured together. Then in order to investigate relation between local strain
and misorientation, Kernel average misorientation (KAM) map and grain
average misorientation (GAM) map were drawn and directly compared with
local strain. As generally known, overall average state of misorientation
correlated with macroscopic applied strain, statistically. However, it was
shown that locally evaluated KAM/GAM values have quite weak correlation
with applied local strain of the spot. One of the reasons for this tendency, we
found that crystal distortion and increasing misorientation by deformation are
influenced by orientational stability for deformation mode. That is, locally
increased KAM/GAM values can be varied by initial orientation of observed
area, not only applied strain. Thus we conclude that orientational stability for
applied deformation mode should be regarded for reliable strain analysis by
EBSD.
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1. Theoretical background

1.1 Developments of stainless steels
Stainless steels are generally known as important class of alloys. Their
importance is proved in the plenitude of applications that depend on their use.
From low-end applications, like furniture and cooking tools, to very
complicated ones, such as space vehicles [1], the use of stainless steels is
essential.
The word ‘steel’ means that iron which is regarded as the bulk of the
material, while the use of the adjective ‘stainless’ indicates absence of rusting ,
staining or corroding in environments where ‘normal’ steels are. In order to
assign stainless characteristic to steels, chromium must be added to at least 11
wt%. At this level of Cr, self-healing chromium oxide can form on the steel
surface in relatively benign environments. However, to guard against rusting
and pitting in more adverse environments (for instance, polluted environments
or moist atmospheres) or in the presence of specific elements like carbon,
higher Cr or Ni contents must be added.
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Modern stainless steels also contain a host of other alloying elements
whose presence improves specific properties, while the Fe–Cr system forms
the basis. Mo is added to enhance resistance against pitting and Ni is added to
obtained γ, for example. It is general for some grades, for instance, the
superferritics and superaustenitics, to contain quite generous amounts of these
alloying elements. When the contents of Cr and Ni are added in considerable
amounts, the resulting alloys are called heat-resisting alloy. Although contents
of alloying elements can be present in stainless steels, their total fraction is
usually kept below the iron content, in order to maintain the resulting alloy to
be steel.

There are three conventional types of microstructures in stainless steels,
i.e., austenitic, ferritic and martensitic. These microstructures can be obtained
by appropriate controlling of steel chemistry. Out of these three most
conventional microstructures, stainless steels can be categorized into several
main classes [1, 2]. These are (1) austenitic stainless steels, (2) ferritic
stainless steels, (3) martensitic stainless steels, (4) duplex stainless steels
(DSS), (5) Mn-N substituted austenitic stainless steels and (6) precipitation
hardening stainless steels. The respective classes of stainless steels have
different properties and purposes. For example, fully austenitic stainless steels
are not magnetic material, but their ferritic and martensitic counterparts have
ferromagnetism. The different properties of the various stainless steels have
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been researched extensively for a very long time and thus are very well
reported in many literatures. The early handbooks for stainless steels, which
include a series of informative articles, are very helpful sources on this topic
[3].
Although they are considered as an ‘old’ alloy system (the history of
stainless steels traces back to about the early 1900s) and very extensive
researches have been carried out to understand them, stainless steels have
never been sidelined until recent date in materials science. The fact that a
search in popular databases (such as the Science Citation Index Expanded and
the ScienceDirect) with the keywords ‘stainless steel’ easily turns up
thousands of recent articles can be cogent evidence for this statement. The
absolute volume of recent publications about stainless steels authentically
shows that there are still a lot of unresolved problems and unknown territories
in stainless steels.

Some of the recent articles have wrapped up the unfinished researches
carried out by early workers. For example, while the γ phase of stainless steel
was discovered and characterized for a long time ago, a model for formation
of γ phase had not been formally formulated until recently [4]. Several
problems which are considered to be well settled long before have been
examined again in a lot of recent publications and fresh views have been put
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forward. For example, strain induced martensite in metastable austenitic
stainless steels is commonly believed to be possible via the formation of the e
martensite. However, this is thought to be improbable by Hedstrom et al. [5]
in their recent works. Another good example is the effect of nitrogen on
stacking fault energy (SFE). A number of early researches concluded that N
monotonously suppressed SFE in austenitic stainless steels as their content
increased, however, recent studies have unambiguously proved that the effect
of N on SFE is rather complicated and quite far from being monotonous [6, 7].
Of course, recent workers have been able to make new discoveries with an
arsenal of sophisticated technologies which were unavailable to early
researchers. For example, using 3DXRD, Hedstrom et al. [8] have been able
to investigate in-situ the γ-ε transformation of respective grains in a
polycrystalline AISI301 stainless steel and shown that this transformation
occurs in a quite localized manner. And recently, new kinds of stainless steels
offering very superior properties have been developed [9]. A variety of
methods (for instance, using very severe plastic deformations) for fabricating
stainless steels of grain sizes in the nanometer scale have also been recently
demonstrated. Transmission electron microscopes (TEM) of higher resolution
have enabled researchers to better characterize the evolution of microstructure
during quite severe plastic deformations (For example, refer to the series of
recent works by Belyakov et al. [10-13]). Several recent publications seem to
have settled controversies, such as the main mechanism responsible for
4

causing hydrogen embrittlement. For example, several recent researches have
convincingly demonstrated that hydrogen-enhanced localized plasticity
(HELP) is the fundamental mechanism for causing hydrogen embrittlement of
austenitic stainless steels [14].

And a large portion of recent researches has been devoted to fabricating
DSS and their various properties. Even though DSS are certainly not fresh
inventions, systematic and large scale researches on them seems to increase its
ascendancy only since the 1990s, as proved by the publications of some
frequently cited monographs [15, 16] and a series of international conferences
that are dedicated specifically to duplex stainless. In 1998, even it was not a
long time ago, researches aimed at suggesting the guidelines on alloy design
for high nitrogen DSS were still encountered in the literature [17]. A few fresh
approaches for introducing and analyzing DSS were only published after
2000s.
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1.2 Duplex stainless steel
The superplasticity of DSS was discovered in the 1960s [18-20]. Since
then, different mechanisms for the superplastic behavior of DSS have been
suggested. The early studies and most recent ones [21-23] have generally
attributed superplasticity to sliding of grain boundaries. Later researches by
Maehara et al. [24-26] proposed that it was the balance between dynamic
continuous

recrystallization

(often

referred

to

simply

as

dynamic

recrystallization in several publications) and strain hardening in the
neighborhood of the softer phase that led to superplasticity of DSS, not grain
sliding. On the other hand, Tsuzaki et al. [27] argued that the role of dynamic
continuous recrystallization during superplastic deformation was to maintain a
fine grained microstructure by slowing down the grain growth of the softer
phase, such that grain sliding could take place during superplastic deformation.

Some of the recent researches on the superplasticity of DSS have been
devoted to explaining further the mechanism which is involved. In a study by
Han and Hong [28] on a DSS which has (γ + σ) microstructure, it has been
concluded that superplasticity is caused by dynamic recrystallization assisted
grain sliding. However, dynamic continuous recrystallization, in addition to
generating a fine grained, equiaxed microstructure at the initial stage, also
transforms the low-angle grain boundaries into high-angle boundaries, which
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expedite grain sliding.

Miyamoto et al. [29], emphasizing the importance of the different sliding
rates of various types of grain boundaries [29, 30], have gone further to
introduce the concept of cooperative interphase grain boundary sliding in DSS
having the α-γ microstructure. According to this mechanism, a large amount
of sliding involving partial grains takes place cooperatively on preferred
planes of α/γ grain boundaries [29]. The interphase grain sliding discontinues
when the sliding is obstructed by other grains. And grain sliding restarts when
the obstructing grains cannot hold the sliding in place or when the other
planes appropriate for sliding kick into action [29]. The removal of the
obstruction to sliding by other grains involves the sliding of γ/γ and α/α
homophase grain boundaries. The homophase boundaries slide quite slower
than the α/γ heterophase grain boundaries [29, 30]. The significance of the
heterophase grain boundaries to superplasticity has also been realized by Nieh
et al. [30], who reported that superplastic strain rate can be increased if total
fraction of the heterophase boundaries is increased [30]. Nevertheless, if the
inhomogeneous deformation caused by the different sliding rates of the
various types of boundaries cannot be correctly accommodated, then cavities
will be generated, especially in grain triple junctions [20] and the α/γ
heterophase grain boundaries [30].
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As previously stated, the dynamic continuous recrystallization of the
softer phase in the DSS plays a very significant role in superplastic
deformation. The increase of misorientation in grain boundary, which is
critical to superplasticity, has been closely examined during dynamic
recrystallization by Tsuzaki et al. [31]. These researchers have found that at
the initial stage of superplastic deformation, strain was developed mainly
through general intragranular slips, rather than grain boundary sliding, since
the misorientations are not sufficiently concentrated among the softer phase.
Consequently, the strain incompatibility between the hard phase and the soft
phase of the duplex structure like DSS is accommodated by intragranular slips.
The absorption of concentrated dislocations into grain boundaries will distort
the crystal orientation and gradually increase the misorientations around grain
boundaries. Finally, the original low angles boundaries become high angle
boundaries which are able to support grain boundary sliding [31-33]. Thus,
the increase in misorientation can takes place without grain boundary sliding.
For this reason, Tsuzaki et al. [31] have suggested that the term ‘dynamic
continuous recrystallization’ is a misnomer, because the process is in fact
‘recovery’. The importance of intragranular slips is also reported by Song and
Bate [34].

Accordingly, the respective different mechanical properties and
the elastic/plastic anisotropy of each constituent phase may lead to two
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kinds of microstresses in the duplex steel, including the phase stress
and intergranular stress (or grain-orientation-dependent stress). The
former is produced by the phase-to-phase interactions and the latter is
due to the grain-to-grain interactions. The presence of the internal
microstresses is closely related to the evolution of the macrostress
subjected in service. Both macrostresses and microstresses greatly
affect the performance of engineering components. Therefore, in recent
years, great effort has been made to figure out relationship between
small scale deformation of respective phases in DSS and macroscopic
deformation behavior.
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1.3 Deformation analysis for duplex stainless steel
1.3.1 Neutron diffraction analysis

The neutron diffraction technique is a well-established tool for studying
micromechanical behavior of materials [35, 36]. Because of the selective
nature of diffraction techniques, the elastic (lattice) strain of the specified
grain populations of each phase with their (hkl) crystal planes along the
macroscopic specimen directions may be experimentally determined, which
enables us to separate the elastic response of different phases during
deformation. On the other hand, the self-consistent models prove to be
effective in describing the anisotropic micromechanical behaviors of singlephase materials during elastic and plastic deformation [37, 38]. For dual phase
materials, however, the interactions of grain-to-grain and phase-to-phase may
occur simultaneously during deformation, which requires a complicated
model for describing the micromechanical behavior [39, 40]. In the present
work, based on time-of-flight (TOF) neutron diffraction experiments, different
lattice strains in DSS during uniaxial tensile deformation were measured.
Since multiple reflections of different phases had been captured
simultaneously, material parameters required for the numerical modeling of
heterogeneous stresses within the material can be determined from the
experimental lattice strain distributions.
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In the present studies, experiments combining incremental tensile testing
with in-situ neutron diffraction measurement were performed for the Fe–Cr–
Ni alloys in order to characterize elasto-plastic deformation behavior of α–γ
dual-phase alloys. The geometric arrangement of the in-situ strain measuring
system is displayed in Fig. 1.1. Both slits in Fig. 1.1 were of the same width.
The specimens were deformed in tension in a step-by-step. The overall
specimen strains were measured by means of strain gauges glued on the
specimen surface. From here on, they are called macroscopic strains.
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Figure 1.1 Schematic image of the in-situ stress measuring system by neutron
diffraction.
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The monochromatic neutrons of wavelength l selected by a crystal
monochromator are incident to a sampling gauge volume which is adjusted by
a set of absorbing masks in the incident and diffracted beams. Following the
Bragg law [41], the neutrons are then diffracted by a family of lattice planes
(hkl) with spacing dhkl at an angle of 2θhkl:

λ = 2dhkl sin θhkl

(1-1)

Differentiating equation (1-1) gives a relation for determining a relative lattice
strain εhkl along the normal direction to the (hkl) plane, i.e. parallel to the
scattering vector,

𝜀ℎ𝑘𝑙 =

0
𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 −𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
0
𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙

= − cot 𝜃ℎ𝑘𝑙 ∆𝜃ℎ𝑘𝑙

(1-2)

where dhkl, d0hkl and θhkl are the measured lattice plane spacing, stress-free
lattice spacing and the Bragg angle, respectively. The εhkl determination is
based on the measurement of angular deviation of the profile ∆θhkl with
respect to the stress-free state. In the present study, d0hkl for α and γ phase
were determined by measurement of reference α and the γ single-phase alloy
before deformation, respectively.

In the case of a diffractometer with a sufficiently high instrumental
resolution, a parameter of microstrain can be evaluated from the shape of the
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diffraction profile by using an appropriate method for the profile analysis [42].
Such an analysis includes a correction for the instrumental resolution and a
separation of two main contributions to the profile broadening, microstrain
and size of mosaic blocks. In the present tensile deformation, the change in
block size is caused by dislocation cell formation while that of microstrain by
the increase of lattice defects like dislocations. Since the resolution of the
diffractometer used is optimized for a selected lattice plane spacing (d = 2 Å
typically), we are restricted to investigate a narrow band of the angular spectra
consisting usually of one or two diffraction peaks. Recently, a transformed
model for fitting some elements of an integral breadth technique has been
proposed [43]. The modeling is performed in reciprocal space, and the
microstrain contribution is treated according to the simple Keijser approach
[44, 45]. The input instrumental resolution function is usually approximated
by a measured diffraction profile of a well-annealed standard specimen where
the broadening due to size contribution is negligible.

The effect of peak broadening is treated in terms of an integral breadth
method. Here the basic assumption is that a sample broadened profile, i.e. a
measured profile which is deconvoluted with the instrument function, can be
described by the convolution of a Gauss and a Cauchy function:

𝐼(𝑥) = 𝐼(0)exp [−𝜋

𝑥2
2]
𝛽𝐺
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1

 [𝛽2 ⁄𝜋2 +𝑥 2 ]
𝐶

(1-3)

where x = 2 sin θ/λ and βC and βG are constant parameters of the Cauchy and
Gauss function, respectively. The Keijser method assumes that the Cauchy
function reflects block size while the Gauss function reflects microstrain. The
block size and the microstrain contributions are then related to the parameters
of the Cauchy and the Gauss function by

𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

1
𝛽𝐶

(1-4)

and
2 1⁄2
𝛽𝐺 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 ⁄2
𝜋

〈ξ2 〉1⁄2 = ( )

(1-5)

respectively, where Deff is the effective dimension of coherently diffracting
blocks and ξ is the microstrain. For instance, the root-mean-square of ξ,
i.e.〈𝜉 2 〉1⁄2 , could be interpreted to be proportional to the square root of
dislocation density (√𝜌) by a dislocation density model [46] as follows:

𝜌=

𝑘〈𝜉 2 〉
𝐹𝑏2

(1-6)

where b, F and k represent the magnitude of Burgers vector, the factor
describing interaction between dislocations, and a constant, respectively. In
the present case, researchers assume F = 1, k = 16.1 for FCC crystal with a
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Burgers vector along <110>, and k = 14.4 for BCC with a Burgers vector
along <111> according to Ref. [46].
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1.3.2 EBSD (Texture) base analysis

With the automation of the electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
technique, EBSD systems have become commonplace in microscopy facilities
within materials science and geology research laboratories all around the
world. The capabilities of EBSD to aid the scientist in understanding the
crystallographic aspects of microstructures have been well used in a wide
variety of materials and applications. However, another potential use of EBSD
is in quantifying strain. In recent years, the electron back-scattering diffraction
(EBSD) technique has been applied toward investigations of the
microstructural-features-related deformation process on materials subjected to
various deformation modes [47-49]. When this technique is applied for
characterizing evolution of microstructures during in-situ loading [50],
detailed information regarding the emergence of slip bands, the evolution of
grain boundary distributions, as well as the change in grain orientation could
be traced in the real specimen space for specimens under the strain/stress field.
Thus, the deformation mechanism that is dependent on the microstructural
features could be deduced from robust experimental observations. Fréchard et
al. [51], who made a complete identification of slip systems in a γ-α stainless
steel by combining atomic force microscopy (AFM) and EBSD, have
suggested that the plastic deformation of ferritic grains is triggered by
dislocation accumulations in the neighboring austenitic grains. As for γ,
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plastic activity is considered to depend mainly on its intrinsic glide and
orientation characteristics [52]. Consistent results could be found in other
study of localized strains in duplex steel by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) [53]. Meanwhile, some efforts have been made to develop numerical
and analytical models for simulating the anisotropic micromechanical
behaviors of duplex materials. Those numerical simulations or analytical
models mainly depend on the distributions of lattice strains in the reciprocal
space that were obtained from neutron diffraction [54-58] or synchrotron
based X-ray diffraction [59, 60]. In comparison with the modeling for singlephase materials, both interactions of grain-to-grain within one phase and
phase-to-phase have to be considered for duplex materials [40], aiming at the
accurate evaluation and reliable prediction of mechanical performances for
such materials. In recent research [61], a two-phase visco-plastic selfconsistent (VPSC) model has been developed for simulating the elastic and
plastic interactions among grains with various orientations in two phases. The
in-situ neutron diffraction experiments were used to obtain materials
parameters required for numerical simulations. In spite of the abovementioned studies, the direct in-situ experimental efforts to study the
deformation behavior with a resolution of submicrometer, particularly for
elucidating the stress heterogeneity under the applied stress field, through
combining the EBSD experimental observation with the numerical
simulations, are still lacking. The present work focuses on the evolution of
18

grain orientation-dependent strains and strain compatibility between two
phases, which were influenced by the starting microstructure of the duplex
steel

and

lately

affected

again

the

development

of

deformation

microstructures in the late stage of deformation. The in-situ tensile EBSD
experiments will be conducted also for characterizing the changes in
microstructures at different stages of deformation.

In EBSD, a fine beam of electrons is focused sequentially on a grid of
points on the surface of a crystalline material. Diffraction of the electrons
backscattered from the top 10 to 100 nm [62, 63] forms patterns from which
the crystallographic orientation of the material under each spot can be
determined. The generation and accumulation of dislocations during metal’s
plastic deformation results in local changes to the lattice orientation and
plastic strain can be estimated by measuring these local orientation differences
(misorientations). The dislocations which contribute to the lattice rotations are
known as geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) [64]. Plastic strain
also degrades the quality of the diffraction patterns and this effect has also
been used to estimate plastic strain e.g.,[65, 66] but this approach suffers from
the disadvantage that many other factors such as surface contamination,
surface preparation, pattern overlap close to grain boundaries, compositional
variations and the particular crystallographic planes contributing to an
individual pattern [67] affect the pattern quality too and may give misleading
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results. The accuracy of strain assessment by measuring local misorientations
clearly depends on the accuracy with which each individual orientation can be
determined which in turn depends on the microscope operating conditions, the
pattern acquisition parameters and the condition of the surface [68]. The use
of various EBSD metrics for the analysis of plastic strain has recently been
reviewed [69] but there is little published research concerning the behavior of
these metrics after deformation at different temperatures, strain rates and
deformation mode. Most study in this area has focused on the development of
calibration curves for solution-treated materials [65, 70-75] based on roomtemperature deformation. The use of such curves in assessing plastic strain
developed at high temperatures is limited by differences in the deformation
mechanisms operating at different temperatures and by the effects of
microstructural changes occurring during high-temperature deformation.
These include the development of intragranular and intergranular precipitation
and changes in the grain size distribution which alter the deformation
behavior from that of the SA material. The influence of aging on the ‘‘low
angle boundary fraction’’ (LABF)[69] EBSD metric has been demonstrated in
a ferritic steel[76] which showed LABF in unstrained P91 steels to vary with
aging time at 923 K(650°C), but there have been no systematic studies on
aged austenitic steel investigating the behavior of the various metrics after
different deformations. The metric integrated angular misorientation density
(IMD), which is based on spatially correlated misorientations, has been found
20

to have a close to linear relationship with applied plastic strain under both
compressive and tensile deformations at room temperature, although the two
different deformation modes gave different IMD values at any given strain
level [77]. There has been no examination of whether the observed nonlinear
behavior of other metrics e.g.,[78] with increasing strain beyond 0.15 to 0.2
are the result of a change in the underlying dislocation behavior or result from
the way each metric is defined and calculated. There is little literature on the
effects of deformation strain rate on EBSD. This has been addressed indirectly
[72, 78, 79] by comparing results obtained from uniaxial tensile and from
creep tests but there have been no systematic studies in which strain rate was
the only variable. Several studies [65, 72, 80-82] have demonstrated good
correlation between hardness and different EBSD metrics, implying a
relationship between the metrics and the overall dislocation density rather
than its relating solely to the density of GNDs. Thus hardness can provide a
comparison for EBSD measurements of strain, although with the reservation
that the volume of the strain fields sampled by the two techniques differs by
several orders of magnitude. In the current study, the EBSD metrics
investigated were kernel averaging misorientation (KAM), grain average
misorientation (GAM), grain orientation spread (GOS) and low angle
misorientation fraction (LAMF). The sensitivity of the metrics is examined
under different deformation conditions and through a statistical approach
adopted to determine the nature of their variations with the applied plastic
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strain. As shown in Fig. 1.2, Yoda et al. reported the value of Grain Average
Misorientation (GAM) which showed the average misorientation for the
whole observed area including over several dozen grains, was a very useful
parameter for quantifying the microstructural change as either the plastic or
creep strain increased [72]. And KAM even occasionally used to evaluate and
to map the local plastic strain as seen in Fig. 1.3 [83].

However, Since EBSD measurements are made from a layer of material
less than 100 nm from the surface, this can only be typical of the bulk strain if
the local misorientations in this layer are representative of those below.
Although dislocation dynamics simulations for Cu suggest that dislocations
relax within 65 nm of a free surface, comparisons between EBSD
measurements and those from X-ray micro diffraction (which probed to a
depth ~2μm) on a Cu single crystal deformed to a macroscopic strain of about
0.1 showed very similar overall lattice rotations measured by each
technique[83] which gives confidence that, although it is a surface technique,
EBSD can give reliable information about deformation in the bulk.
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Figure 1.2 Change in the grain average misorientation (GAM) (a) with plastic
strain in the tensile/compression specimens of the type 316NG and (b) with
creep damage ratio in the specimens of the type 316 stainless steel creep
tested at 600 °C [72].
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Figure 1.3 KAM maps for evaluating local strain of weld joint: (a)austenite
and (b)ferrite in the base metal, (c)austenite and (d)ferrite in the weld metal
[83].
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1.3.3 Digital image base analysis

As previously stated, strain measurements in DSS have already been
studied by various methods [85-87]. However, quantitative data about the
strain partitioning between α and γ and strain heterogeneities induced by the
microstructure are limited to preliminary experimental attempts [88-90] while
being essential to unravel the origin of the damage mechanisms leading to the
edge cracking process. Complex phenomena take place during hot forming of
metals, especially when involving two phases with different strengths. Indeed,
in addition to the overall stress and strain gradients, the local strain can be
highly heterogeneous. A first method to quantitatively determine the strain
partitioning has been proposed by Unckel [91] and used by Duprez et al. and
Al-Jouni [92, 93]. These authors estimated the strain differences between the
constituent phases by measuring the evolution of the dimensions of the grains.
Other investigators have used hardness [94, 95] and residual stress
measurements [86] to probe the relative strength of constitutive phases. In
order to quantify the stress and strain partitioning in multiphase alloys,
important research efforts have been recently made to obtain more accurate
results. Grid techniques are often used in the context of metal forming, see
examples in [96-98]. Microgrid techniques combined with SEM in-situ
mechanical testing and automated image analysis has been used for many
years for the investigation of deformation mechanisms at the micro-scale [85,
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99-105]. One advantage of the microgrid techniques is that they enable
simultaneous observation of the microstructure and evaluation of the local
strain field at the surface of a sample under loading. However, until recently,
microgrid techniques could not be applied to deformation conditions
representative of a hot rolling process. With the method initiated by Pinna et
al. [88] and further developed by Hernandez [89] and Rupin [90], local
deformation in steel samples can be measured at temperatures up to 1050°C.
The latter technique has been adopted in this present work to investigate strain
partitioning in DSS. Note that strain partitioning can also be evaluated directly
on the deformed microstructure if the contrast between the phases is large
enough [106]. Interphase strain heterogeneities can also be mapped on
materials on which a microgrid-type of marking is not possible when a
sufficient intraphase image contrast is available, induced by a natural
heterogeneity at a lower scale, an appropriate surface preparation or the use of
specific imaging conditions [107]. However, because of the too low
intraphase contrast in duplex steels and its potential strong evolution during
hot deformation such grid-less techniques are not applicable for high
temperature investigations.

Thus, a microgrid technique has been developed for the analysis of the
micro-scale strain distribution between α and γ into DSS. The local strain is
measured by micro-extensometry using square microgrids engraved on flat
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specimens by electro lithography. An electron-based lithography technique for
manufacturing microgrids, based on the procedure developed by Pinna et al.
[88], has been used to generate microgrids on the microstructure of interest.
Small rectangular volumes with dimensions were machined from the heat
treated material. The specimens will microgrid process is adapted from the
procedure described in [99] by replacing the metal sputtering and evaporation
step by an appropriate etching of the sample. It is schematically summarized
on Fig. 1.4.
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Figure 1.4 Fabrication of the microgrids; (a) polishing and electro-etching; (b)
coating with an electro-sensitive polymer; (c) irradiation of the resin with the
electron beam; (d) dissolution of the irradiated polymer; (e) engraving by
electro-etching; (f) dissolution of the remaining polymer [85].
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The sample with microgrids on the surface and preliminary imaged with
high definition scanning electron microscope (SEM) is deformed. After
deformation, the sample is extracted from the distorted block and the surface
is again analyzed by SEM and image processing to determine the strain field.
The comparison between the undeformed and the deformed state allows a
quantitative characterization of the strain distribution. A fully automated
digital image correlation analysis was not possible because of the presence of
many small areas where the microgrids were damaged or exhibited too large
variation of the local image contrast between the reference and the
undeformed configuration. The local reliefs induced by the out-of-plane
displacement as well as the slight oxidation which can occur during the
thermomechanical process are responsible for the variations of the local image
contrast. In these areas, the grey level conservation principle on which
correlation technique relies is no longer valid. That is why the microgrid
intersections were for the majority of them manually located using the
software CMV developed at the laboratory LMS. This software combines
DIC-based automatic pattern matching algorithms with a graphical user
interface which allows a reasonably accurate and fast mouse-based manual
positioning of point. Automatic procedures are used in areas where image
characteristics are compatible with a direct application of these procedures;
DIC principles can also be used to relocate more accurately points which have
been approximately set manually. This software has originally been developed
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for the work described in [88] to process the strongly deformed SEM images
obtained in that context, which could not be fully processed with automatic
DIC routines [105]. Various developments have been added since then
various applications [90, 103, 104, 107].

This software provides the in-plane displacement components of each
microgrid intersection, from which the inplane components of the local, perphase average or overall transformation gradient tensor 𝐹̿ can be calculated.
The local transformation gradient at a given grid intersection p is computed as
the average of the true local gradient over a small surface Sp around the grid
intersection. The chosen surface is a polygonal surface where vertices are
neighbors of the considered grid intersection. Let x be the position of a grid
intersection in the deformed configuration, Σp the boundary of Sp and νp its
normal. The local transformation gradient can then be computed using a
contour integral:
1

𝐹 𝑝 = 𝑆𝑝 ∫∑ 𝑝 𝑥  𝑣 𝑝 𝑑𝑙

(1-7)

νp dl is constant on a segment of Σp and a local linear interpolation between
intersections is assumed. Several choices are possible for the polygonal
surface Sp, see [99]. In the present study, a four-neighbor scheme is used,
resulting in a gage length for local strain evaluations of √2 grid intersections.
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The procedure to compute local gradients as averages over a small domain
around the considered grid intersection can be used to compute perphase
average gradients using the polygonal lines defined as Fig. 1.5.
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Figure 1.5 Example of a correspondence between the microgrids and the
underlying microstructure with phase boundaries [108].
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The out-of-plane displacement cannot be measured directly. Its
variations with the in-plane coordinates are assumed to be negligible for the
computation of the inplane components of the logarithmic strain tensor "log.
This assumption is equivalent to assume that the surface of observation is a
principal plane of the strain tensor. It seems appropriate from a macroscopic
point of view since plane strain conditions are globally enforced at the
location of the plane of interest. As a first approximation, it is also reasonable
for the per-phase average strain since, on average, the deformation state of a
phase keeps the same symmetry as the macroscopic deformation. Indeed, the
local phase distribution on a representative domain is statistically symmetric
with respect to the plane of observation. This assumption is probably not
justified locally at a particular point within each phase, since a threedimensional state of deformation develops because of the heterogeneity of the
microstructure and the anisotropy of the plastic deformation at the grain scale.

A representative area was selected from the large SEM picture of the
deformed microgrids, and the displacements of the grid intersections with
respect to the undeformed configuration were used to calculate the
distribution of the local strain components and of the Von Mises equivalent
strain. The calculated data were represented as color maps corresponding to
different levels of strain. The corresponding microstructure, in the
undeformed configuration, was edited to extract the interphase boundaries.
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The boundaries were then superimposed to the color maps in order to reveal
clearly the link with the background microstructure. The strain maps are
shown as Fig. 1.6. The strain is heterogeneously distributed with a strong
localization of the deformation, in the form of shear bands located within the
α and at the vicinity of the γ/α interphase boundaries. These strain maps
provide useful informations about the rheology of the phases as well as about
the local conditions at the origin of the damage process.
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Figure 1.6 Logarithmic strain distribution maps after plane strain compression;
(a) ε11; (b) ε22; (c)ε12; (d) εeq; the strain maps are superimposed with the
undeformed microstructure; the compression axis corresponds to the vertical
axis [108].
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1.4 Issues of existing deformation analysis for DSS
and motivations for research
As has been previously stated, there are three conventional methods to
analyze relationship between small scale deformation of respective phases in
DSS and macroscopic mechanical behavior on deformation. These are (1)
neutron diffraction analysis, (2) EBSD (texture) base analysis and (3) digital
image base analysis. Many researchers reported deformation behavior of DSS
by using these methods and showed a lot of great results [108-112]. However,
the respective analysis methods also have been pointed out several
disadvantages.

In case of neutron diffraction base deformation analysis for DSS, lattice
plane stain of various lattice planes of α and γ were determined as a function
of the applied true stress during uniaxial tension to define yield stress.
However, the lattice strain can indicate only elastic strain [37, 41].
Information of plastic deformation cannot be measured directly by neutron
diffraction analysis. Thus plastic behavior is estimated indirectly by tracing
changes of lattice strain during deformation [35, 37, 61, 111]. However, for
DSS, it is difficult to separate the individual contribution of each phase from
macroscopic applied stress or strain, and state of stress-strain is generally
assumed as isostress. The critical issue arises in this procedure. The respective
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phases, α and γ, have different mechanical properties and response to stress or
strain. Thus in DSS, in a greater or less, strain partitioning between α and γ
necessarily occurs during deformation [35, 61, 111, 112]. Consequently, if
yield stress or other specific stress state is defined assuming isostress state, it
can involve critical error because of disregarding strain partitioning effect.
And in-situ neutron diffraction method collects diffracted neutron beam with
specific intervals of stress of strain [113]. Thus specific stress states can’t be
measured precisely by this method since there is a limitation in the step for the
static load control during in-situ neutron diffraction. Moreover, neutron
diffraction has bad accessibility because size of equipment is quite huge and
there are few locations to use it. For these reasons, we want to measuring
precise yielding behavior of respective phases in DSS by more simple method.
Efforts for this motivation are stated in detail at Part I of this article under the
title of “Investigation of yielding behavior of duplex stainless steel by
nanoindentation, EBSD and in-situ neutron diffraction”.

Not only neutron diffraction analysis, EBSD base method and digital
image base method also have some issues for deformation analysis of DSS. In
EBSD base deformation analysis, crystal orientation change of respective
phases during macroscopic deformation is measured. And the phase which
has intensely distorted texture regards as severely deformed phase, since
recent researches reported that value some indicators of misorientation (ex.
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KAM, GAM, or LAMF) become greater when deformation becomes more
severe, statistically [47, 52, 67, 72, 110]. However, these results cannot
directly interpret like value of local metric misorientation regard as amount of
local deformation. Until a recent date, relationship between strain and
misorientation is not investigated clearly. Thus it is dangerous to directly
define deformation by orientational information without additional detailed
investigation about relationship between strain and misorientation.

Contrastively, precise quantitative strain of respective phases and grains
are measured directly by digital image base deformation analysis [108]. The
stain filed of deformed specimen can be calculated by comparing captured
digital images during deformation. But with this method, phase/grain
boundaries cannot be identified clearly because they are identified by etched
surface morphology. Phase/grain boundaries of specimen reveal faintly by
electro-chemical etching. In addition, micro grids for strain calculation disturb
identifying the boundaries [86]. Thus it is quite difficult to analyze
deformation behavior of each individual phase with this method. However, in
order to analyze complex deformation of DSS, accurate quantitative local
strain and precise phase/grain information are both necessary. Finally, we
thought that they can be measured together if digital image base analysis can
be supported by EBSD technique. Thus EBSD combined digital image base
deformation analysis method was developed. In addition, relation between
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local strain and misorientation was investigated to verify texture base
deformation analysis. We expect this approaching can compensate the defect
of both EBSD base deformation analysis and digital image base analysis.
Before applying this technique to DSS, experimental/analytical techniques for
this method were developed by using pure copper specimen. The details for
this research are stated at Part II of this article under the title of “Investigation
of correlation between strain and crystal orientation by EBSD supported DIC”.
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Part I
2. Investigation of yielding behavior of duplex
stainless steel by nanoindentation, EBSD and insitu neutron diffraction

2.1 Introduction
Until a recent date, duplex stainless steels (DSS) have been researched
and characterized as super-plastic materials [1-5]. More than all, DSS which
has a two-phase microstructure mixed ferrite(α) and austenite(γ), has been
received great attention with its cost-saving combination of high strength and
improved resistance to general and localized corrosion, stress-corrosion
cracking, abrasion and wear [4]. Popular DSS which is widely used recently
contains Ni at levels ranging from 4to 7 wt.% to improve both γ stability and
formability. However, Ni in DSS is high-priced material, thus price of DSS is
highly dependent on Ni as shown in Fig. 2.1. Besides, Ni causes an allergic
reaction in human skin [4-6]. Over the years, many researches have been
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carried out to develop harmless and cost-effective DSS. For this, N has been
considered as a candidate alloying element to achieve a reduction in Ni and
improvements in both the strength and corrosion resistance of DSS [4-6].

Deformation of multi-phase alloys like DSS, is inhomogeneous, and each
phase in the material will have a different response to an applied stress or
strain. Therefore it is hard to estimate mechanical behavior of DSS, and of
course it is also hard to control mechanical properties. In addition, there are
few reference of mechanical properties data for high N DSS because chemical
composition of high N DSS is very complex and various. However, it is
necessary to understand mechanical behavior of high N DSS for appropriate
use and commercial application.

Generally, intrinsic mechanical properties of each phase directly affect
overall plastic behavior. Thus it is important to define respective mechanical
behaviors of α and γ grains in DSS, for analyzing performance of α-γ mixed
DSS. Especially, it is very important issue that which phase is softer in multiphase alloys, because elasto-plastic transition stress of soft phase dominantly
rules elastic limit of material. For those reasons, in the present studies, the
plastic yielding behavior of each phase in DSS was often focused by many
different methods like electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) or time-offlight (TOF) analysis using in-situ neutron diffraction [7, 8]. Above all,
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neutron diffraction technique is a well established tool for studying
micromechanical behavior of materials [9, 10]. Lattice plane stain (LPS) of
various lattice planes of α and γ were determined as a function of the applied
true stress during uniaxial tension to define yield stress. However, the LPS
can indicate only elastic strain [11, 12]. Thus plastic behavior is indirectly
estimated by tracing change of LPS while macro-scale deformation. However,
for DSS, it is difficult to separate the individual contribution of each phase
from macroscopic applied stress or strain, and state of stress-strain is
generally assumed as isostress [7, 9, 11, 13]. In case of DSS, the critical issue
arises in this procedure. The respective phases, α and γ, have different
mechanical properties and response to stress or strain. Thus in DSS, in a
greater or less, strain partitioning between α and γ necessarily occurs during
deformation [7, 9, 13, 14]. Consequently, if yield stress or other specific stress
state is defined assuming isostress state, it can involve critical error because of
disregarding strain partitioning effect. And in-situ neutron diffraction method
collects diffracted neutron beam with specific intervals of stress of strain [15].
Thus specific stress states can’t be measured precisely by this method since
there is a limitation in the step for the static load control during in-situ neutron
diffraction. Moreover, neutron diffraction has bad accessibility because size of
equipment is quite huge and there are few locations to use it. For these
reasons, more simple method is demanded to measure precise yielding
behavior of each phase in DSS.
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Recently, nanoindentation has been used to probe small-scale mechanical
properties, which are relevant to a wide range of materials and applications
[16]. Especially in multi-phase materials, nanoindentation technique
combining with EBSD is useful to measure mechanical behavior of respective
phases in materials [17]. The response of a material to nanoindentation is
usually presented in the form of a load–displacement (L-D) curve. Many
researchers have tried to define various mechanical properties from L-D curve,
and now there are various reliable L-D curve analysis methods [18-21].
Unlike neutron diffraction analysis, seperated intrinsic mechanical behavior of
each phase can be measured by nanoindentation, that is, it is not affected by
strain partitioning of respective phases in DSS. And elasto-plastic transition
stress can be calculated as continuous value by this technique. Moreover, it is
much accessible and easy to perform than neutron diffraction.

For these reasons, nanoindentation was suggested to measure elastoplastic transition behavior of each phase in DSS. To obtain intrinsic
deformation behavior of individual α and γ grains, nanoindentation tests
combined with EBSD were carried out. And the combination method with
EBSD and SPM were used to eliminate grain boundary effect during
nanoindentation. The correlation between the small-scale nanoindentation
behavior to the macro-scale tensile behavior was investigated by comparing
the indentation load-depth (L-D) curves for each phase with the lattice strains
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of various lattice planes in α and γ obtained by in-situ neutron diffraction. In
addition, the dislocation nucleation energy (DNE) was calculated to explain
deformation behavior of DSS.
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Figure 2.1 Price histories of stainless steel and Ni.
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2.2 Materials and experimental procedures
2.2.1 Materials: Duplex Stainless Steel

For getting similar numbers of test data of each phase from specimen, the
composition of the α-γ mixed DSS used in this study was designed by Ferrous
Alloy Group of KIMS. In this research, two kinds of specimen, DSH and DSL,
were used. Chemical composition of DSH is Fe-24.67Cr-7.04Mn-3.98Ni3.88Mo-0.49Si-0.45N-0.022C and that of DHL is Fe-17.2Cr-5.9Mn-5.01W2.54Mo-0.31Si-0.43N-0.012C (DSL). Both alloys contain the high fraction of
nitrogen for controlling phase fraction of α-γ mixed DSS by stabilizing γ
phase [22]. And the fraction of other alloying elements in DSH is higher than
that in DSL. The alloys were fabricated utilizing a pressurized induction
melting furnace. After homogenization, the ingots were hot-rolled into sheets
(thickness is 4mm), followed by water quenching. Then DSH was solutiontreated at 1200 degree for 1hr, and DSL was solution-treated at 1090 degree
for 30min.

EBSD was performed for getting information about phase fraction and
micro structure of the specimens. Every EBSD tests in this research were
carried out in a SEM (Hitachi SU70) equipped with a field emission gun. The
EBSD images were analyzed by an TSL OIM collection 6 and TSL OIM
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analysis 6.1, EDAX Instruments. The accelerating voltage and probe current
were set at 15 kV and 4 nA, respectively. Step size for EBSD mapping was 1
m. In order to get reliable SEM/EBSD image and nanoindentation curve, the
specimen was prepared by gentle polishing with SiC paper and repeated
electro-polishing with a solution of 20% perchloric acid (HClO4), 70%
ethanol

(C2H5OH)

and

10%

ethylene

glycol

monobutyl

ether

(CH3(CH2)3OCH2CH2OH) in volume at 20 ◦C with the voltage of 30V for
10 s, to remove the mechanically damaged layer. As shown in Fig. 2.2, DSH
has 47% of α and 53% of γ in volume fraction, and DSL has 52% of α and 48%
of γ. In case of DSH, grain size of α and γ is approximately 16.8 m and 11.2
m, respectively. In DSL, grain size of α and γ is approximately 12.4 m and
7.3 m. Grain size distribution of DSH and DSL are plotted as Fig 2.3 and Fig.
2.4.
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Figure 2.2 Phase map of (a) DSH and (b) DSL by EBSD.
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Figure 2.3 Grain size distribution of DSH.
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Figure 2.4 Grain size distribution of DSL.
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Then overall mechanical properties were measured by uniaxial tension
test. The specimen (ASTM E8M) was tensile-tested at room temperature with
a strain rate of 5x10-3s-1 using a servohydraulic machine (INSTRON 5882,
Canton, USA). Stress-Strain curve of specimen is shown as Fig. 2.5. Yield
stress of DSH and DSL is 636 MPa and 657 MPa, respectively and elongation
of DSH and DSL is 34% and 20%. In this result, we could find some notable
point, that DSH and DSL have similar initial yield strength even though they
have quite different chemical composition. But yield stress from uniaxial
tension can be strongly influenced by crystal orientation texture. Therefore
overall texture of specimen was measured by EBSD and orientation maps of
specimen are drawn as Fig 2.6 and Fig 2.7. For measuring precise texture,
orientation distribution function (ODF) is also drawn as Fig. 2.8 and Fig 2.9.
If specimen has such strong texture, it will affect mechanical properties, so
anisotropy of mechanical property must be considered. But as you shown in
Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9, both DSH and DSL don’t have any specific strong
texture on every phase. So it is reasonable to think that texture doesn’t affect
overall yield stress of specimen in this case. Therefore, overall yield stress of
specimen will be influenced mostly by intrinsic mechanical property.
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Figure 2.5 S-S curves of DSH and DSL
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Figure 2.6 Crystal orientation map of DSH.
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Figure 2.7 Crystal orientation map of DSL.
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Figure 2.8 Orientation distribution function (ODF) of DSH.
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Figure 2.9 Orientation distribution function (ODF) of DSL.
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2.2.2 Experimental procedure

In order to observe intrinsic deformation behavior of respective phases in
specimens, EBSD combined nanoindentation tests were carried out using a
Hysitron Tribolab nanoindentation system in load control at a constant
loading rate of 200Ns-1 up to a maximum load of 5000N. For precise elastic
contact analysis, a cono-spherical type indenter was used because of its simple
geometry. Radius of indenter tip is 1μm and Included angle 120 degree. The
tests were performed as 10×12 rectangular arrays by automation mode on
selected zone of each specimen. The distance of each indentation point was 30
μm wide and also in height, total number of indenting point is 120. Since
nanoindentation test is very sensitive to surface condition, a scanning probe
microscope (SPM) was carried out to evaluate surface morphology, before
and after nanoindentation. Image quality maps by EBSD of indenting areas
were also used to observe the surface. The result data of nanoindentation test
which was performed at inappropriate area like grain boundaries or local
defect was identified by those images, and omitted from subsequent analysis.
After indentation, EBSD image was scanned on indenting area. Phase map
and crystal orientation (ND) map of indentation area are shown as Fig 2.10.
Then using EBSD phase map, L-D curves were grouped according to the
phase.
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To verify results from nanoindentation, angular-dispersive in-situ neutron
diffraction test was carried out using a residual stress analysis diffractometer
equipped with a deformation device enabling tensile straining up to a
maximum load of 20 kN at HANARO, Korea Atomic Energy Research
Institute (KAERI), South Korea. The tensile specimens were prepared using
electrical discharge machining (EDM) with the total length of 100 mm and the
gauge length of 25 mm. The diffraction was measured from the gauge volume
of neutron beam defined by a 5-mm wide, 4-mm high cadmium slit in the
incident beam and 2-mm wide cadmium slit. A bent perfect crystal
monochromator Si(220) at the take-off angle of 45° was adopted to provide
the wavelength of 1.46 Å of the neutron beam. And a high-resolution positionsensitive detector was ere used in the in-situ experiment, and the neutron
beam was monochromatized to a wavelength of 1.8344Å . And the
instrumental resolution of the diffractometer was of ∆d/d≈2.0×10-3, which was
sufficient to the evaluation of broadening effects. The neutron measurements
were performed at diffraction angles (2θ) of 41.0°, 60.4°, and 76.0° for (110),
(200), and (112) diffraction peaks of the α phase, respectively, and 2θ of 47.0°,
83.3° and 88.0° for (200), (311) and (222) diffraction peaks of the γ phase,
respectively. The (200)α, (112)α, (110)α, (200)γ, (311)γ and (222)γ reflections
A number of static loading stages were used to measure neutron diffraction
peaks from the specimen loaded were measured with a crosshead speed of
0.01 mm s-1 (corresponding to the strain rate of ~4∙10-4 s-1) under a controlled
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load of 1 kN in the elastic region, followed by displacement control
corresponding to a strain of 0.1 after yielding. LPS of various lattice planes of
α and γ were determined as a function of the applied stress during uniaxial
tension to define plastic transition stress. Then yield stress could be measured
by analyzing increasing tendency of LPS.
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Figure 2.10 Phase map and crystal orientation (ND) map of indentation area.
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2.3 EBSD combined Nanoindentation
Grouped L-D curves from EBSD combined nanoindentation test were
drawn as Fig. 2.11 and 2.12. The overall analyses of L-D curves were
conducted using the Oliver and Pharr method [18] and Hertzian contact theory
[23]. As shown in Fig. 2.8 and 2.9, specific texture was not observed in any
phase on these specimens, and indentations were performed on various
segregated grains. In addition, recent researches reported that intrinsic
properties measured by anisotropic analysis in nanoindentation are almost
same with isotropic case in BCC and FCC metallic materials [24]. For these
reasons, texture effect was ignored in this research and analysis is treated as
isotropic case.

As shown in Fig. 2.11 and 2.12, a sudden displacement burst, called a
pop-in was observed in every single nanoindentation. In force-controlled
experiments on pristine oxide-free surfaces, the stress level reached
underneath the indenter just before the first pop-in has been found to
correspond to the theoretical strength of the material [25-27]. It is thus now
widely accepted that dislocation nucleation is indeed responsible for the popin event, and it has been shown by experimental and MD simulation [24, 28,
29]. On carefully polished metal surfaces, the deformation before the first
pop-in has been shown to be perfectly elastic [25, 30]. Therefore maximum
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shear stress underneath indenter tip when pop-in occurs can be considered as
elasto-plastic transition stress. Yield stress means stress that occur elastoplastic transition during tensile test. In order to define elasto-plastic transition
stress of respective phases in DSH and DSL, maximum shear stress when
pop-in occurs is measured.

If indenter tip is spherical at shallow depths, the experimental data before
the first pop-in can be identified by fitting the solution of Hertzian contact
theory [23]:

P

4
Er Rh3
3

(2-1)

where P is the load applied, h is the penetration depth, R is the radius of the
indenter tip, and Er is the effective (or reduced) modulus of indentation. The
radius of used indenter tip in this research, R was defined to be 1m from a
calibrated data of Hysitron Tribolab nanoindentation system, using standard
fused silica. The point that the tip geometry transit from spherical to cone was
calculated approximately 267nm by method of Gouldstone et al. [31]. As
shown in Figure 4, every pop-in had occurred at penetration depth under
267nm, so pop-in section was assumed that indentation performs with a
spherical tip. And in case of isotropic elastic material, the effective
indentation modulus Er given in Eq. (2-2) is provided by the elastic modulus
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of the sample and indenter as follows:

1 1   i2 1   s2


Er2
Ei2
Es2

(2-2)

where vs and vi are the Poisson's ratios of the specimen and the indenter, and
Es and Ei are the Young's modulus of the specimen and the indenter,
respectively. The theoretical (Hertzian) elastic behavior during indentation
was calculated using this effective modulus of α and γ at room temperature
and the isotropic elastic constants of the diamond tip [29]. Elastic modulus of
each phase was obtained from L-D curves by using solution of Hertzian
elastic contact theory with Oliver and Pharr method, and Poisson’s ratio was
acquired from general experimental data of austenitic and ferritic Ni-Cr
stainless steel [18, 23, 32, 33]. Followed elastic constants, Ei =1141 GPa,

i=0.07, s(γ) =0.29, and s(α)=0.29 were used in this research. Poisson’s ratios
were defined as conventioanl value for austenitic and ferritic Ni-Cr stainless
steel [32, 33]. And calculated elastic modulus is Eα(DSH) =194 GPa, Eγ(DSH)
=184 GPa, Eα(DSL) =172 GPa, and Eγ(DSL) =209 GPa. Respective Hertzian
elastic curves that used these elastic constant is also indicated in Fig. 2.11 and
2.12. In the elastic regime, Hertzian analysis gives the maximum shear stress
underneath the indenter, m, as follows:
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(2-3)

George E.P. et al. developed a statistical model for pop-in as cumulative
probability [34]. In this case, pop-in data was treated by that model as a
function of maximum stress under the indenter, because overall tendency of
pop-in is clearly shown by this way. Fig. 2.13 shows cumulative probability
of pop-in as a function of maximum stress under the indenter.

As shown in Fig. 2.13, interestingly, pop-in tendency of DSH and DSL
was quite different. In case of DSH, γ has approximately 20% lower plastic
transition stress than α. But in DSL, both α and γ has similar plastic transition
stress. Average value of calculated elasto-plastic transition stress is shown as
table 2.1. By results shown in table 1, intrinsic elasto-plastic transition stress
of respective phases can be compared. However, macroscopic yield stress is
affected by grain size, not only intrinsic property. Thus grain size effect
should be considered to define tendency of yield stress in polycrystalline
material like DSS. Recently, analyzing method of the intrinsic mechanical
properties based on nanoindentation results considering the Hall–Petch
relationship was developed [17]. Tendency of yield stress was defined from
corrected elasto-plastic transition stress by that method as shown in table 2.2.
According to corrected value, soft phase of DSH is γ, and its elasto-plastic
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transition stress is 4.37GPa. In case of DSL, soft phase is also γ, and its
elasto-plastic transition stress is 4.57GPa. As previously stated, yield stress of
DSH and DSL is 636 MPa and 657 MPa. Thus it is reasonable to think that
macroscopic yield stress of DSH is about 3% lower than DSL because soft
phase of DSH has about 4% lower elasto-plastic stress than that of DSH even
though average elasto-plastic transition stress of DSH is higher than DSL.

But it is hard to compare directly elasto-plastic transition stress (by
nanoindentation) with yield stress (by uniaxial tension test), because their
deformation mode and exact plastic transition stress value are quite different.
Therefore it is necessary to verify this result by same deformation mode,
uniaxial tension test. Thus in order to correlate the small-scale
nanoindentation behavior to the macro-scale tensile behavior, an angulardispersive in-situ neutron diffraction test was performed.
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Figure 2.11 Group of L-D curves of (a) α, (b) γ in DSH.
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Figure 2.12 Group of L-D curves of (a) α, (b) γ in DSL.
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Figure 2.13 Cumulative probability of pop-in of (a) DSH and (b) DSL, as a
function of maximum stress under the indenter.
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DSH

Average elastoplastic transition
stress (GPa)

DSL

α

γ

α

γ

5.07 ± 0.25

4.06 ± 0.36

4.47 ± 0.72

4.18 ± 0.37

Table 2.1 Average elasto-plastic transition stress of respective phases in DSS.
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DSH

Average elasto-plastic
transition stress considering
the Hall–Petch relationship
(GPa)

DSL

α

γ

α

γ

5.32 ±
0.51

4.37 ±
0.67

4.77 ±
1.02

4.57 ±
0.76

Table 2.2 Corrected average elasto-plastic transition stress of respective
phases in DSS considering the Hall–Petch relationship.
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2.4 In-situ neutron diffraction
The LPS, εh k l, were calculated by the relation:
0
/ d hkl0   cothkl hkl
 hkl  d hkl  d hkl

(2-4)

where dhkl and d0hkl are the measured and stress-free LPS, respectively [7, 15,
35]. When the measured εhkl are plotted as a function of the applied stress, εhkl
before tensile loading are tensile (positive) for γ and compressive (negative)
for α [7, 35]. Due to the difference in thermal expansion coefficients, the
residual tensile stress in γ, generated during cooling from the solutionannealing temperature, is balanced by the compressive stress in α. Thus, the
variation of εhkl with the applied stress was replotted considering the thermal
residual stresses following the approach by Harjo et al. [7]. To clarify the
dissimilar responses of the two phases to plastic deformation, the applied
nominal stresses were converted to true stress. Schematic image of this
procedure is drawn as Fig. 2.14. In this research, stress state assumed as
isostress case.
Fig. 2.15 and 2.16 show the changes in εh k l of respective phases in DSH
and DSL as a function of applied true stress for the (200)α, (112)α, (110)α,
(200)γ, (311)γ and (222)γ reflections. At first, Fig. 2.15 shows general
tendency of DSS [7]. Three stages I, II and III could be identified in the
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relationships between LPS and applied stress. At stage I, an almost linear
response of LPS to applied stress is observed for all the hkl planes which
indicate that the elastic response is dominant during this stage in both phases.
The different slopes for the different hkl reflections are associated mainly with
the difference in individual diffraction elastic modulus. At stage II, the soft γ
phase is plastically deformed around 400MPa, while the hard α phase is still
deformed only elastically. As a result, LPS of γ phase increases more slowly
with increasing applied stress, while the ε100 for α phase increases more
rapidly. The onset stress of stage II deformation is marked by Yγ. At stage III,
both phases are deformed plastically around 700MPa, resulting in LPS of γ
phase increasing rapidly again with increasing applied stress. Therefore it can
be concluded that elasto-plastic transition stress of γ is much lower than α in
case of DSH.

On the other hand, in DSL, tendency of yield stress is quite different with
DSH. Respective phases of DSL behave as single phase metallic materials
[14]. As you see in Fig. 2.16 (a) and (b), the early stage of deformation is
purely elastic like DSH. And then, increasing rate of LPS becomes slower
momentarily at around 600MPa in both α and γ. It is because that plastic flow
starts preferentially towards the tensile direction. When plastic deformation
starts, elastic strain of tensile direction is released instantly for a moment [8,
14, 36]. Thus, it is reasonable to think that elasto-plastic transition stress of α
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and γ are similar each other in DSL. As a result, we concluded that yield
stress of γ is lower than α in DSH, and similar in DHL on in-situ neutron
diffraction test. And then, the elasto-plastic transition stress obtained from
nanoindentation and yielding start stress measured by in-situ neutron
diffraction were plotted and compared as previously planned.

Tendency of plastic yielding behavior measured from neutron diffraction
and nanoindentation is shown as Fig. 2.17. Interestingly, tendency of elastoplastic transition from two different experiments correspond each other
correctly. Of course, elasto-plastic transition stress value from neutron
diffraction is quite different with value from nanoindentation, because their
deformation modes are quite different each other. However, as you see in
these figures, it is shown that tendency of maximum shear stress when pop-in
occurs can represent tendency of yield stress measured by uniaxial tension. At
least, it seems pretty clear that pop-in behavior is closely related with yield
stress.

Besides, comparing Fig. 2.17 (a) and (b), difference of elasto-plastic
transition stress between respective phases in same specimen is bigger on insitu diffraction test than on nanoindentation. In this LPS analysis, stress state
is considered as isostress. But in fact, every single grain in the specimen
cannot be in isostress state while tensile test. Actually, grains in specimen will
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have stress state between isostrain and isostress. Thus difference of yield
stress between respective phases in same specimen can be slightly
overestimated on in-situ neutron diffraction results. And yield stress can’t be
measured precisely by in-situ neutron diffraction as nanoindentation since
there is a limitation in the step for the static load control during in-situ neutron
diffraction. As shown in Fig. 2.17 (a), it is expected that α and γ in DSL look
like they have equal yield stress value because of this step size problem
during in-situ neutron diffraction test. Take together all these results and
discussion, it is possible that yield stress tendency of respective phases in
multi-phase alloy can be measured more precisely by nanoindentation than insitu diffraction test.
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Figure 2.14 Schematic image of in-situ neutron diffraction.
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Figure 2.15 changes in εh k l of (a) α, (b) γ in DSH, as a function of applied true
stress for the (200)α, (112)α, (110)α, (200)γ, (311)γ and (222)γ reflections.
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Figure 2.16 changes in εh k l of (a) α, (b) γ in DSL, as a function of applied true
stress for the (200)α, (112)α, (110)α, (200)γ, (311)γ and (222)γ reflections.
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Figure 2.17 Elasto-plastic transition stress tendency from (a) in-situ neutron
diffraction test and (b) nanoindentation.
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2.5 Dislocation nucleation energy barrier calculation
Previously stated, maximum shear stress when pop-in occurs highly
depends on dislocation nucleation energy (DNE) [24-29]. If pop-in behavior
is highly related with overall tendency of the yield stress like above-analyzed
results, yield stress tendency of respective phases in multi-phase alloy can be
estimated by analysis of the DNE. Thus we calculated DNE barriers of
respective phases in DSH and DSL, and compare them with experimental
results.

Nucleation of crystallographic defects such as dislocations can be
described as a stress-assisted, thermally activated process involving activation
energy for nucleation [37-39]. This energy barrier can be overcome with the
assistance of the applied stress, appropriate thermal fluctuations at finite
temperatures, or a combination of both thermal and mechanical energy. In this
research, the simple theoretical dislocation nucleation model was applied for
compare DNE of each phase in same thermal condition [37, 40]. Nucleation
energy of dislocation loop in this model is defined as followed equation:

J  2R

Gb 2
8

 2 

 1 

 8R
 1
 ln
 2      SF R 2  b R 2
 
 2

(2-5)

where J is the energy barrier for homogeneous dislocation loop
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nucleation, R is the radius of dislocation loop, G is the shear modulus, b is the
length of Burgers vector, v is the Poisson’s ratio, ρ is the effective core cut-off
radius of dislocation loop, γSF is the stacking fault energy (SFE) and  is the
applied shear stress [37, 40, 41]. The first term in Eq. (2-5) is the elastic
energy. The second term is for the SFE because a partial (instead of perfect)
dislocation can be nucleated. In this research, as conventionally known, α was
regarded it generates perfect dislocation. In case of γ, J was calculated
regarding it generates partial dislocation since partial dislocation will be
nucleated easier than perfect dislocation [37]. The last term represents the
work done by the applied shear stress, which drives dislocation nucleation.
The energy barrier is changed by applied shear stress. While applied shear
stress becomes higher, energy barrier J becomes lower. Then when J reaches
to 0, dislocation loop is nucleated and material starts plastic deformation.
Thus applied shear stress that J becomes 0 can be regarded as shear stress for
dislocation nucleation, dn. So dn can be calculated as a function of radius of
dislocation loop. If first pop-in was cause by dislocation nucleation, DNE
barrier of α(DSH) must be greater than γ(DSH), since α(DSH) has higher elastoplastic transition stress than γ(DSH) in nanoindentation. Therefore calculated dn
value of α(DSH) will be higher than γ(DSH) for same radius of dislocation loop.
By the same token, α(DSL) and γ(DSL) will have similar dn for same radius of
dislocation loop.
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In order to calculate J, shear modulus G was calculated from previously
measured elastic modulus by L-D curve analysis with following equation.

G

E
2(1   )

(2-6)

where E is elastic modulus, v is Poisson’s ratio [42]. By this equation, eq. (2-5)
can be stated as follows.

J R

Eb2  2 

8(1   )  1 

 8R
 1
 ln
 2      SF R 2  b R 2
 
 2

(2-7)

And Poisson’s ratio was obtained from reference experimental data of
stainless steel [43]. Poisson’s ratios of austenitic stainless steel and ferritic
stainless steel were also within range of 0.27 to 0.33 [42, 43]. Within this
range, Poisson’s ratio hardly affect to J. Thus in this analysis, Poisson’s ratio
was defined as 0.29 which is conventionally used for austenitic and ferritic
Ni-Cr stainless steel [32, 33]. Effective core radius of dislocation loop is
normally set as half-length of burgers vector in metallic materials [37].

The length of Burgers vector, b of each phase was measured by X-ray
Diffraction (XRD). The X-ray diffraction spectrum for specimen measured
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over the 2θ range from 40° to 100°, using New D8 Advance of Bruker.
Reference XRD data of α and γ was used for lattice parameter analysis [44,
45]. Measured value of lattice parameter and length of Burgers vector is
indicated in Table 2.3.

And lastly, SFE was measured. SFE has much influence in calculating
DNE barrier J when partial dislocation was nucleated. Thus analysis of
neutron diffraction profiles was performed for precise measuring of SFE. The
procedure for line profile analysis adopted in this study consists of two
independent schemes, size-strain analysis of whole profiles and peak shift
analysis of individual reflections. To evaluate more accurate parameters, the
size and strain analysis were performed through two sequential steps: the
Rietveld whole-profile fitting and the double-Voigt size-strain analysis [46].
Mean square (MS) strain and stacking fault probability (SFP) of γ (DSH) and
γ(DSL) were calculated by this sequential method. Calculated values of MS
strain and SFP are stated in table 2.4. The analyzed results are values at the
loading of ~750 MPa (DSH) and ~700 MPa (DSL). The SFE represents the
easiness against dissociation of a perfect dislocation into two partial
dislocations and the propensity for formation of stacking fault. In
determination of SFE using diffraction methods, Reed and Schramn’s formula
[47] has been widely used, as follows:
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(2-8)

Here, K111ω0 is proportional constant, a0 is true lattice parameter, A is
anisotropy parameter, G is shear modulus, <ε250>111 is MS strain and Psf is SFP,
respectively. The values of G were calculated from Elastic modulus measured
by L-D curve analysis. Other material data were taken from the literature,
K111ω0 = 6.6 [47] and A = 3.78 [48]. From the calculated values of MS strain
and SFP, the SFE could be determined from their ratio of MS strain to SFP
together with predetermined materials constants. Obtained values of SFE are
indicated in table 2.5.
Using these parameters, DNE barrier J was calculated and dn was plotted
as a function of radius of dislocation loop like Fig. 2.18. As you see in these
graphs, calculated dn of γ(DSH) is lower than α(DSH) for same radius of
dislocation loop, because α(DSH) has higher DNE barrier γ(DSH). On the other
hand, calculated dn of α(DSL) and γ(DSL) is similar. As expected, these results
correctly correspond with pop-in tendency from nanoindentation as previously
shown in Fig. 2.13. And comparing experimental pop-in stress region with
calculated dn, radius range of nucleated dislocation loop is almost fixed from
1.5nm to 3.0nm in every cases. That is, it can be thought that radius of
dislocation loop when pop-in occurs is within range from 1.5 nm to 3.0nm. It
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is interesting result that radius of dislocation loop when pop-in can be
estimated by this analysis. If we can predict radius range of nucleated
dislocation loop, we also can evaluate other parameter like SFE or G from
pop-in stress. By all these results and discussion, we could conclude that shear
stress for dislocation nucleation is closely related with the maximum shear
stress at nanoindentation pop-in, and difference of elasto-plastic transition
stress can be quite reasonably explained by DNE.
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DSH

DSL

α

γ

α

γ

Lattice parameter (nm)

0.289

0.364

0.289

0.363

Type of dislocation

Perfect

Partial

Perfect

Partial

Length of Burgers
vector (nm)

0.257

0.148

0.257

0.148

Table 2.3 Lattice parameter and length of Burgers vector measured by XRD.
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γ(DSH)

γ(DSL)

Mean square strain (με)

11.44

28.90

Stacking fault probability

0.011

0.012

Table 2.4 MS strain and SFP of γ(DSH) and γ(DSL).
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Sacking fault energy (mJ/m2)
Table 2.5 SFE of γ(DSH) and γ(DSL).
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γ(DSH)

γ(DSL)

20.0

56.4

Figure 2.18 Shear stress of dislocation nucleation, τdn for (a) DSH and (b)
DSL, as function of radius of dislocation loop.
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2.6 Summary
In this research, mechanical behavior, especially plastic yielding behavior
of DSS was analyzed by combining various experimental techniques. EBSD,
nanoindentation and in-situ neutron diffraction were performed to define md
behavior of respective phases in DSS, and all results were linked each other
and analyzed. Relationship between the small-scale nanoindentation behavior
and the macro-scale tensile behaviour was investigated by these procedures,
and interesting results could be derived. First, the tendency of plastic yielding
in macro-scale could be well described by the nanoindentation data for each
phase. The results from these two different approaches were corresponded
well each other. Thus we could conclude that tendency of maximum shear
stress when pop-in occurs can represent tendency of intrinsic yield stress of
respective phases in DSS. By these results, tendency of macroscopic yield
stress of DSH and DSL was explained. And In addition, DNE was calculated
to explain different elasto-plastic transition tendency between DSH and DSL.
The used parameters for calculation were obtained from nanoindentation and
in-situ neutron diffraction. AS a result, we found shear stress for dislocation
nucleation is closely related with the elasto-plastic transition stress. Thus
finally, by all these results, we could conclude that the difference of elastoplastic transition stresses in both DSS can be explained by DNE and the SFE
in γ could be evaluated by nanoindentation based DNE calculation.
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Part II
3. Investigation of correlation between strain
and crystal orientation by EBSD supported DIC

3.1 Introduction
Understanding deformation mechanisms is essential to improving
mechanical properties of materials. In order to understand how the plastic
strain, it is important to know the magnitude of plastic strain on a
microstructural scale (hereafter, local plastic strain). Even if the macroscopic
strain appears uniform and homogeneous, local strain of polycrystalline
material is inhomogeneous due to the anisotropy of crystal grains and their
random or nearly random orientation distribution [1-3]. On a microstructural
scale, plastic deformation causes crystallographic slip and the geometrically
necessary dislocations. The crystal orientation is changed due to the
dislocations and may show fluctuations of several degrees even in the same
grain. For this reason, several attempts to measure plastic strain have been
made by using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). EBSD, in conjunction
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with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), is one of the most promising
techniques for measuring the change in local crystal orientation. This is a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) based diffraction technique for
automated mapping of crystal orientations from bulk samples, which is now
widely used in materials characterization [4-6]. It has been shown that scalar
parameters obtained from crystal orientations of the scanned area correlate
with the magnitude of macroscopic plastic strain induced in materials [3, 7, 8].
Therefore, by using this correlation, the macroscopic plastic strain can be
estimated from crystal orientations obtained by EBSD measurements. The
degree of the plastic strain can be estimated by utilizing either changes in the
diffraction pattern quality [9] or changes in local orientation [3, 7, 10, 11],
which are measured using EBSD. On that basis, many researchers have
regarded area which has high local misorientation value as severe deformed
area [8, 12-18]. However, quantitative amount of deformation is cannot be
measured directly by EBSD analysis. Of course, recent researches reported
that value some indicators of misorientation become greater when
deformation becomes more severe, statistically [19]. However, these results
cannot directly interpret that value of local metric misorientation regard as
amount of local deformation. Until a recent date, relationship between strain
and misorientation is not investigated clearly. It is dangerous to directly define
deformation by orientational information without additional detailed
investigation about relationship between strain and misorientation. Thus for
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appropriate strain estimating by EBSD analysis, it is essential to define
relationship between deformation and misorientation.

In order to link crystal orientation information with deformation,
mapping local strain and crystal orientation should be carried out together on
same area. And we thought it can be accomplished by using digital image
correlation (DIC) supported by EBSD technique. DIC [20, 21] is a noncontact, adaptable metrology technique for strain field measurement that can
be utilized on a variety of length scales ranging from civil engineering
structures[22] to microstructures of metallic specimens [23, 24]. Contrary to
EBSD strain analysis, quantitative local strain can be measured and mapped
directly by DIC [25]. If DIC analysis and EBSD can be performed on same
area during deformation, local strain and orientational information can be
matched pixel by pixel.

The DIC algorithm tracks a grayscale pattern on the deforming surface
step by step in a small area called a subset. To track the fullfield surface
deformation, an isotropic random speckle pattern is required on the specimen
surface. This speckle pattern can be either intrinsic (from existing surface
features) or extrinsic, as in a deposited pattern. The optimal feature size of a
speckle pattern is reportedly 2 to 3 pixels for a recorded image [26]. Therefore,
different patterning methods are needed to meet this requirement at different
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scales. While there have been multiple investigations reporting the use of DIC
in making microscale strain measurements, one of the major challenges in
such endeavors is producing a nanoscale, random, and isotropic speckle
pattern required for DIC. By the way, this speckle pattern for DIC cause
critical problem to scan EBSD. Since EBSD is very sensitive about surface
condition, the beam/specimen interaction layer must be relatively strain free
and clean for patterns to be obtained. Thus in many cases, fine mechanical
polish is required, and if it is necessary, electropolish or ion-beam milling
must be carried out to ensure surface cleanliness. Generally, Pt, Au or C
particles are disposed on surface of specimen for speckle patterning. These
particles disturb contact of beam to specimen, thus orientational information
around those particles cannot be obtained by EBSD [27]. However, in order to
match local strain with relevant orientational information, well indexed
precise EBSD image is indispensable. Some researcher enhanced raw data of
EBSD before analysis because EBSD image is severely damaged by speckle
patterning [27, 28]. But orientational information can be distorted by
enhancing EBSD raw data. Especially, misorientation is highly dependent on
orientation of neighbor pixel. If EBSD data is distorted, the misorientation
values from that data are unreliable. Thus new method which enables to
perform DIC analysis with measuring precise EBSD data should be developed
for this research.
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In this paper, EBSD supported DIC (digital image correlation) analysis
was tried using full annealed pure Cu specimen, in order to investigate
relationship between local strain and misorientation. For precise EBSD
images with gray scale pattern for DIC, new patterning technique using
carbon coat was developed and compared with conventional speckle
patterning method. Subsequently, selected area of Cu specimen was captured
while tensile test by in-situ SEM equipped with a deformation module. The
area was also scanned by EBSD. The sequential SEM images during
deformation were analyzed by DIC and quantitative strain maps were drawn.
As a result, accurate quantitative strain, precise microstructure and texture of
the selected area could be measured together. Then Kernel average
misorientation (KAM) map and grain average misorientation (GAM) map
were drawn and directly compared with local strain, in order to correlate local
strain and misorientation.
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3.2 Experimental procedures3.2.1. Material and processing

A commercial pure copper sheet (purity 99.9%) with thickness of 1 mm
was used for this research. Prior to the test, the sheet was cut as dog-bone
shape along the rolling direction with a gauge length of 20 mm and a width of
4 mm for uniaxial tension. And then the specimen was annealed at 973 K for
240 min in argon atmosphere in order to diminish the rolling structures and to
release intragranular dislocations. And then the material was furnace cooled.
EBSD was performed for getting information about micro structure of the
specimen. Every EBSD tests in this research were carried out in a field
emission SEM (Hitachi SU70). The EBSD images were analyzed by TSL
OIM collection 6 and TSL OIM analysis 6.1, EDAX Instruments. The
accelerating voltage and probe current were set at 15 kV and 4 nA,
respectively. Step size for EBSD mapping was 1 m. In order to get reliable
SEM/EBSD image, the specimen was prepared by fine polishing with SiC
paper and repeated electro-polishing. The average grain size after annealing is
about 10.4 μm and annealed twins are frequently observed in the sample as
shown in Fig. 3.1. Specific strong texture was not observed.
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Figure 3.1 ND orientation map of Cu specimen.
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3.2.2. Developing carbon coat patterning method

As previously stated, gray scale pattern is required on surface of
specimen for DIC [21, 22]. Thus patterning process should be performed on
Cu specimen for this experiment. However, conventionally used speckle
patterning method was inappropriate for this research since the speckles
disturb scanning EBSD [27, 28]. In order to overcome this problem, new
patterning technique using carbon coat was developed.

Carbon coat is generally used for enhancing electro conductivity of
surface to obtain clean SEM/EBSD image. After carbon is coated on surface
of specimen, brightness of SEM image changes but the coat do not disturb
collecting EBSD pattern. Carbon coat patterning method for DIC was
developed from this phenomenon. If random pattern is drawn by carbon coat
on surface of metallic specimen, that region is observed on SEM image as
gray scale pattern caused by difference of electro conductivity, without
damage to EBSD. This carbon coat patterned area can be used for DIC
analysis, and precise EBSD image of that area can be also measured.

Schematic image of carbon coat patterning method is shown as Fig. 3.2.
At first, polymer webs which have 0.5~2.0m diameter are randomly
disposed on surface of specimen. In this research, polychloroprene was used
for drawing out polymer web. Diameter of polymer web varies with
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magnification of SEM image. 2~3 times the size of SEM pixel is appropriate
for the diameter of polymer web since the size of web is resolution of pattern
for DIC. Then, carbon is coated on the specimen. At this step, disposed
polymer webs act as masking for carbon coat. The thickness of carbon coat is
150~200Å . The thickness affects to contrast of random pattern. Carbon coat
layer becomes thicker, contrast of pattern become stronger. However,
excessively thick carbon coat cause low image quality of EBSD. Subsequently,
disposed polymer webs are removed by sonic cleaning in acetone. Carbon
coat layer remains on area which is not masked by polymer web. Thus finally,
random carbon coat pattern can be generated on surface of specimen.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic image of carbon coat patterning method.
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In order to compare carbon coat patterning method with speckle
patterning method, SEM and EBSD images were measured before and after
patterning. At first, 10% tensile deformation was applied to Cu specimen for
increasing local misorientation, since comparing KAM map of before and
after patterning. Then selected area of two Cu specimens were marked by
micro indenter as 400×400m square then captured by SEM, and scanned by
EBSD. Subsequently, speckle patterning and carbon coat patterning were
performed on respective specimen. Disposed particle for speckle patterning is
carbon power which has 0.5~2.0m diameter. And SEM and EBSD image of
previously selected area was obtained after patterning. Pixels which have
confidence index (CI) value under 0.1 were excluded for reliable analysis on
EBSD image. As shown in Fig. 3.3, EBSD image was severely damaged after
speckle patterning. Before speckle patterning, indexing ratio of EBSD was 91%
but the ratio dropped to 54% after patterning. Then KAM map was drawn as
Fig. 3.4, and high angle misorientation distribution was also plotted as Fig.
3.5 for investigating damage effect caused by the speckles. As previously
stated, some researchers used enhanced EBSD data for analysis [27, 28], thus
enhanced data was also regarded and compared together. In the same way
with references, the raw EBSD data was first processed using a grain
confidence index (CI) standardization procedure. A secondary process called
single iteration grain dilation was carried out. As shown in Fig. 3.4, KAM
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value from damaged EBSD image was severely distorted compared with well
indexed (before speckle patterned) image. And after enhancing damaged
EBSD image, shape of microstructure was partly recovered. However, local
misorientation was severely distorted and even shape of some grains was
twisted. High angle misorientation distributions of damaged data and
enhanced data were also quite different with original information as indicated
by Fig. 3.5. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that EBSD data scanned from
speckle patterned surface is unreliable.

And then, SEM and EBSD images of before and after carbon coat
patterning were measured in same procedure as speckle patterned specimen.
Compared to Fig. 3.6 (a) and (b), random gray scale pattern appeared
definitely on SEM image. But contrary to speckle patterning method, EBSD
image was scarcely damaged by patterning as it can be seen from Fig. 3.6 (c)
and (d). Before speckle patterning, indexing ratio of EBSD was 92% and the
ratio was 89% after carbon coat patterning. As shown in Fig. 3.7 and 3.8,
KAM maps and high angle distributions were not distorted by patterning even
in enhanced data. Thus we can conclude that carbon coat patterning hardly
affect to image quality of EBSD, and DIC analysis can be performed with
scanning reliable EBSD data at the same time by using this method.
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Figure 3.3 SEM image of Cu specimen (a) before patterning, (b) after speckle
patterning and ND orientation map of Cu specimen (c) before patterning, (d)
after speckle patterning.
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Figure 3.4 KAM map of Cu specimen (a) before patterning, (b) after speckle
patterning and (c) enhanced KAM map from EBSD data of patterned
specimen.
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Figure 3.5 High angle misorientation distribution of Cu specimen (a) before
patterning, (b) after speckle patterning and (c) enhanced result from EBSD
data of patterned specimen.
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Figure 3.6 SEM image of Cu specimen (a) before patterning, (b) after carbon
coat patterning and ND orientation map of Cu specimen (c) before patterning,
(d) after carbon coat patterning.
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Figure 3.7 KAM map of Cu specimen (a) before patterning, (b) after carbon
coat patterning and (c) enhanced KAM map from EBSD data of patterned
specimen.
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Figure 3.8 High angle misorientation distribution of Cu specimen (a) before
patterning, (b) after speckle patterning and (c) enhanced result from EBSD
data of patterned specimen.
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3.2.3. DIC by using in-situ SEM image with EBSD

At first, gray scale random pattern was applied on prepared tensile
specimen by using carbon coat method as Fig 3.9. Tensile tests were carried
out in-situ in a SEM vacuum chamber at room temperature using the
deformation devices system (DDS) made by Kammrath & Weiss shown in
Fig 3.10. The dimensions of the tensile stage (150mm × 55mm × 220mm) are
small enough to be placed inside a SEM chamber. Mounted inside a SEM
vacuum chamber, the tensile stage can be controlled by DDS control unit via a
feed-through. The tensile module was capable of achieving a maximum load
of 5 kN. The SEM used for this in-situ experiment (S-4300SE, Hitachi)
equipped with a high-sensitivity EBSD system (CrystAlign e-FlashHR, Bruker),
and image distortion was evaluated prior to the actual tensile test. A SEM and
EBSD image were recorded prior to deformation of the sample. DIC analysis
was then conducted on this nondeformed reference SEM image to determine
the pseudo-strain introduced by image distortion. Entire area of SEM image
was scanned by EBSD, and step size for EBSD mapping was 1 m. Thus
SEM images were resized to same spatial resolution with EBSD, 1 m pixel-1
for data matching. Used Image size of SEM and EBSD is 500x375 pixels.
A strain rate of 4.0 × 10−4 𝑠 −1 was selected for a quasi-static tensile
testing. During tensile tests, SEM images were recorded after the test was
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interrupted every 10 seconds. After each step, the sample was held for at least
1 minute to allow the load to stabilize. The test was finished at tensile strain
9.2%, since strain rate could not be kept as same rate because of strain
hardening. Total 23 sequential SEM images were captured during deformation,
and whole area of final SEM image was also scanned by EBSD. All the SEM
and EBSD images were recorded at the same magnification. Series of
deforming SEM images were imported into the originally coded 2D DIC
program developed by Ahn et al. [29] and an undeformed image was used as a
reference image. Algorithm of the applied 2D DIC program was coded based
on classical Newton–Raphson method [30-34]. But unlike conventional
registration methods, control points were placed regularly to prevent biased
distribution of feature points and find optimized correspondences by
minimizing the cost function. The cost function is based on SIFT descriptors
and considers the smoothness of motion and topological relations [29,35].
Then deformed images were compared to the first reference image. During
deformation, the gray scale carbon coat pattern was traced and displacement
fields of deformed images were generated. Then finally, maximum shear
strains were calculated and mapped on EBSD image. We expect carbon coat
patterning method for DIC and EBSD supported DIC analysis introduced in
this paper can be widely used for analyzing strain with regarding texture.
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Figure 3.9 SEM image of carbon coat patterned Cu specimen before
deformation.
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Figure 3.10 (a) Tensile stage and (b) control unit of deformation module.
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3.3 Relation between strain and crystal orientation
ND orientation map after 9.2% tensile test are drawn as Fig. 3.11. As
shown in the figures, precise EBSD image could be measured despite gray
scale pattern on surface for DIC. Ratio of indexed pixels which have CI value
over 0.1 on EBSD was 91%. And maximum shear strain map was also drawn
as Fig. 3.12. In order to verify reliability, the strain was calculated by two
different coordination and each result was compared. Maximum shear strain
was calculated first in normal Cartesian coordinate system as Fig. 3.12 (a).
And next, the strain was calculated again in 45° rotated coordination and
indicated as Fig. 3.12 (b). If DIC analysis was carried out properly, the strain
maps from two different coordination systems should be same, since
maximum shear strain is isotropic value. As you seen in the Fig. 3.12, the
maximum shear strain maps are correctly correlated. Thus we could conclude
that the carbon coat patterns were sufficient to be traced for DIC analysis.

In order to compare local misorientation with local strain, KAM map was
drawn as Fig. 3.13. Calculation of KAM was regarded to 2nd neighbor pixels
of target pixel. Before deformation, crystal orientation was hardly distorted
thus overall value of KAM was quite low, since the specimen was full
annealed. And KAM was drastically developed after 9.2% tensile as shown in
the figures. Comparing KAM map with maximum shear strain map (Fig 3.11
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(b)), contrary to expectations, obvious correlation between KAM and local
strain was not observed. For precise quantitative analysis, KAM value was
plotted as function of maximum shear strain as indicated in Fig. 3.14. As
shown in the graphs, maximum shear strain becomes greater as average value
of KAM becomes greater, statistically. However, it is ambiguous to assert that
KAM has direct, intimate relationship with local strains, since data points are
spreaded too widely as known from indicated error bars. Followed by linking
KAM to local strain, relation between GAM and grain average strain was
analyzed. It is well known that overall GAM value increases during
deformation [19]. Thus grain which has relatively high GAM value was often
regarded as more deformed one [17]. In order to confirm this, GAM map and
grain average maximum shear strain map after 9.2% tensile were drawn and
compared each other. As shown in the Fig. 3.15 (a) and (b), overall GAM
value quite increase after 9.2% tensile deformation as conventionally reported.
And then, GAM map (Fig. 3.15 (b)) was compared with grain average
maximum shear strain map (Fig. 3.16), and GAM value was also plotted as
function of grain average maximum shear strain as indicated in Fig. 3.17. As
shown in the graph, the data points were randomly scattered and meaningful
relationship was not observed. As a result, we concluded it is hard to directly
correlate GAM with grain average strain.
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Figure 3.11 ND orientation map of Cu specimen after 9.2% tensile test.
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Figure 3.12 Maximum shear strain map calculated by (a) normal Cartesian
coordination and (b) 45° rotated coordination.
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Figure 3.13 KAM maps of (a) undeformed state and (b) 9.2% tensile
deformed state.
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Figure 3.14 KAM developments as function of maximum shear strain of 9.2%
tensile specimen (a) with error bars and (b) without error bars.
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Figure 3.15 GAM maps of (a) undeformed state and (b) 9.2% tensile
deformed state.
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Figure 3.16 Grain average maximum shear strain map after 9.2% tensile
deformation.
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Figure 3.17 GAM as function of grain average maximum shear strain of 9.2%
tensile specimen.
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Seen from other researches and these results, it is clear that overall
average value of KAM/GAM becomes greater when deformation becomes
more severe, statistically. However, locally evaluated KAM/GAM values have
quite weak correlation with applied strain of the measured spot. We thought
these results can be caused by difference of orientational stability for
deformation mode. If distortion of crystal orientation is influenced by
orientational stability for deformation mode, increasing rate of misorientation
varies with orientational stability. That is, increased KAM/GAM value can be
varied by initial orientation even though applied strain is same. In order to
verify this, two grains which have different orientational stability were
selected and compared. The grain which has more stable orientation for
deformation is named “A” and unstable grain is named as “B”. Other
characteristics of selected grains are limited as similar level except crystal
orientation. In this experiment, uniaxial tension test was performed along
<100> direction of specimen. Stable orientation of FCC material for <100>
direction tensile is known as (110)[100] and (110)[111] in (hkl)[uvw] Miller
indices [34-36]. Misorientation between grain A and stable orientation is 23°.
And in case of grain B, the misorientation with stable orientation is 37°.
Selected grains are indicated in Fig. 3.18 (a) and inverse pole figures are
drawn as Fig. 3.18 (b). Information of grain A and B is stated as Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.18 (a) ND orientation map and (b) inverse pole figures of selected
grains.
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Crystal
orientation as
Euler angles
(degree)

Misorientation
with stable
orientation for
<100> tensile
(degree)

Grain
size
(μm)

Schmid
factor
for
<100>
tensile

Grain
average
KAM
(degree)

Grain A

146.4, 37.9, 180.7

23

70.3

0.43

0.91

Grain B

255.4, 47.7, 131.1

37

63.2

0.43

0.81

Table 3.1 Information of selected grains.
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In order to observe overall tendencies of strain concentration and
misorientation developing, maximum shear strain maps of grain A and B were
drawn with individual KAM maps as Fig. 3.19. And we found there are
undeformed areas in both grain A and B. If the areas were really not formed,
the crystal orientation should be conserved. Thus crystal orientation maps of
undeformed and deformed grain were compared each other. In addition,
misorientation between undeformed grain orientation and deformed grain was
calculated and mapped as Fig. 3.20 and 3.21. As shown in the figures,
undeformed areas of both grain A and B conserve their original crystal
orientations. And interestingly, tendency of maximum shear strain was quite
well corresponded with KAM in grain B as shown in Fig 3.19 (b). But in case
of grain A, there was little correlation between the maps as Fig 3.19 (a). The
same tendency was also found in Fig. 20 and 21. For precise quantitative
analysis, KAM values of respective grains were also plotted as function of
maximum shear strain as indicated in Fig. 3.22. As a result, increasing rate of
KAM was higher in grain B than grain A. That is, it is verified that distortion
of crystal orientation is dependent on orientational stability for deformation
mode. Thus, increased KAM/GAM value will be varied by initial orientation
of deformed grains. For these reasons, it is unreliable in most cases to use
KAM or GAM as direct indicator of quantitative strain. KAM can be indicator
of intragranular strain, but it is also not reliable for orientational stable grain.
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Above all, it is important to regard initial texture of deformed specimen for
texture based deformation analysis.
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Figure 3.19 Maximum shear strain map and KAM map of (a) grain A and (b)
grain B.
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Figure 3.20 ND orientation map of (a) undeformed and (b) after 9.2% tensile
state of grain A. And (c) maximum shear strain map and (d) misorientation
map with original orientation of deformed grain A.
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Figure 3.21 ND orientation map of (a) undeformed and (b) after 9.2% tensile
state of grain B. And (c) maximum shear strain map and (d) misorientation
map with original orientation of deformed grain B.
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Figure 3.22 KAM values of selected grains as function of maximum shear
strain.
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3.4 Summary
In order to investigate relationship between strain and misorientation,
DIC and EBSD analysis was carried out by using in-situ deformation device
equipped in SEM chamber. For well indexed precise EBSD image with gray
scale pattern for DIC, carbon coat patterning method was applied.
Conventional speckle patterning method is inappropriate for EBSD by this
research, since the EBSD image is seriously damaged by the speckles.
Selected area of full annealed Cu specimen was captured by SEM, and same
area was also scanned by EBSD during uniaxial tension. The sequential SEM
images during deformation were analyzed by DIC and quantitative strain
maps were drawn. As a result, accurate quantitative strain, precise
microstructure and texture of the selected area could be measured together.

Then KAM and GAM maps were drawn and directly compared with
maximum shear strain map, in order to correlate local strain and
misorientation. As generally known, overall average value of KAM or GAM
becomes greater when deformation becomes more severe, statistically.
However, locally evaluated KAM and GAM values have quite weak
correlation with applied local strain. One of the reasons for this, we thought
these results can be caused by difference of orientational stability for
deformation mode. In order to verify this, two grains which have different
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orientational stability were selected and compared. As a result, it was shown
that distortion of crystal orientation and increasing misorientation are
dependent on orientational stability for deformation mode. Thus, increased
KAM/GAM value will be varied by initial orientation of deformed grains. For
these reasons, we could conclude that it is unreliable in most cases to use
KAM or GAM as direct indicator of quantitative strain, and initial texture of
deformed specimen should be regarded to estimate deformation behavior from
texture information.
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4. Conclusion
Duplex stainless steel (DSS) is generally known as material combining
good strength with corrosion properties. However, it is hard to understand
mechanical behavior of DSS, since reach phase in DSS has different response
to applied stress or strain. Therefore, many researches have been carried out to
understand complex deformation behavior of DSS. Until a recent date, three
conventional methods were developed to analyze relationship between small
scale deformation of respective phases in DSS and macro-scale deformation
behavior. These are neutron diffraction analysis, EBSD (texture) base analysis
and digital image base analysis. However, the respective analysis methods
have several disadvantages. We want to overcome those demerits and suggest
advanced analysis methods in order to analyze complex deformation behavior
of DSS, precisely.

Neutron diffraction is one of the conventional methods to analyze
deformation behavior of DSS. Especially, the plastic yielding behavior of
each phase in DSS was often focused by time-of-flight analysis using in-situ
neutron diffraction. However, the neutron diffraction has bad accessibility
because the size of equipment is quite huge and there are few places that can
use it. And it is difficult to separate the individual contribution of each phase
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from macroscopic stress or strain. In addition, applied stress can’t be
measured precisely by this method since there is a limitation in the step for the
static load control during in-situ neutron diffraction. For these reasons, more
accessible technique, nanoindentation was suggested as the alternative method,
and compared with in-situ neutron diffraction in Part I. Nanoindentation was
chosen since seperated intrinsic mechanical behavior of each phase can be
measured, and applied stress can be obtained as continuous value. In order to
observe the intrinsic deformation behavior of each phase in DSS,
nanoindentation tests combined with EBSD were performed. Then an angulardispersive in-situ neutron diffraction test was carried out to correlate the
small-scale nanoindentation behavior to the macro-scale tensile behavior.
Consequently, the tendency of plastic yielding from two different analyses
correspond well each other. Thus we could conclude tendency of maximum
shear stress when first pop-in occurs can represent tendency of yield stress.
And we also found dislocation nucleation energy (DNE) is closely correlated
with the elasto-plastic transition stress. Thus we also could conclude that the
difference of elasto-plastic transition stresses in both DSS can be explained by
DNE and the SFE in γ could be evaluated by nanoindentation based DNE
calculation.

In Part II, EBSD supported digital image correlation (DIC) analysis was
introduced to improve EBSD (texture) and digital image base deformation
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analysis methods for DSS. In EBSD base deformation analysis, the phase
which has intensely distorted texture regards as severely deformed phase.
However, correlation between strain and misorientation is not investigated
clearly. Thus it is ambiguous to define deformation by texture information and,
of course, accurate strain is cannot be measured by EBSD base deformation
analysis. On the contrary, precise quantitative strain can be directly measured
by digital image base deformation analysis method called DIC. But with this
method, phase/grain boundaries cannot be identified clearly because they are
identified by etched surface morphology. We thought that precise strain
analysis regarding microstructure is possible if digital image base analysis can
be supported by EBSD technique. Thus EBSD combined DIC analysis
method was tried in order to measure accurate quantitative strain with
regarding precise microstructure and texture. For well indexed precise EBSD
image with gray scale patterned SEM images for DIC, carbon coat patterning
technique was also developed. With this method, accurate quantitative strain,
precise microstructure and texture of the selected area could be measured
together. Then Kernel average misorientation (KAM) and grain average
misorientation (GAM) maps were drawn and directly compared with
maximum shear strain map in order to correlate local strain and misorientation.
As generally known, overall average state of misorientation correlated with
macroscopic applied strain, statistically. However, locally evaluated
KAM/GAM values have quite weak correlation with applied local strain of
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the spot. One of the reasons for this, we found crystal distortion and
increasing misorientation by deformation are influenced by orientational
stability for deformation mode. That is, locally increased KAM/GAM values
can be varied by initial orientation of observed area, not only applied strain.
Thus we conclude that orientational stability for applied deformation mode
should be regarded for reliable strain analysis by EBSD.
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국문 초록

스테인리스

강재는

1900년대

이후부터

그

고

내식성을

바탕으로 가까이는 조리도구, 가구에서부터 멀게는 우주비행선에
이르기

까지

페라이트와

수

많은

분야에

오스테나이트로

이용되어

이루어진

2상

왔다.

그

스테인리스

중에서도
강재는

기존의 내식성에 더해 고 내구성, 고 강도를 갖춰 최근 주목 받고
있다. 하지만 해당 강재는 서로 다른 기계적 성질을 지닌 두 개의
상이 하나의 강재에 혼재되어 있어 그 기계적 거동의 예측이
어렵고, 물성 제어도 난해하다. 이러한 이유로, 해당 강재의 기계적
거동을 이해하여 효율적으로 재료를 설계하기 위해, 2상 스테인리스
강재의 변형 거동에 대한 다양한 연구가 진행되었다.

2상 스테인리스 강재의 변형 거동을 분석하는 대표적인 방법은
크게 셋으로 구분된다. 중성자 회절 분석법, 집합조직 기반 분석법,
이미지 기반 분석법이 그것인데, 선행 연구자들은 이를 이용해 2상
스테인리스

강재의

변형에

대한

훌륭한

연구를

진행하였지만,

한편으로 각각의 분석 기법이 지닌 약점들도 함께 드러났다. 본

i

논문에는, 2상 스테인리스 강재의 일반적인 분석 방법과 그간
이슈가 되었던 문제점들이 소개되어 있다. 또한 이를 극복하고, 2상
스테인리스의 변형 거동에 대한 더 정교한 분석을 수행하기 위해
시도된 새로운 분석 기법들에 대한 연구 결과가 수록되어 있다.

먼저 2상 스테인리스의 변형 거동 분석에 가장 일반적으로
사용되는 중성자 회절 분석 기법의 여러 단점들을 극복하고자,
나노인덴테이션 기반 분석 기법이 제안되었다. 중성자 회절 분석
기법은, 강재의 변형 시 동일 방위를 가지는 결정립들의 평균
Lattice strain이 변화하는 경향을 바탕으로 각 상 별 항복 거동을
예측한다. 하지만, 이 기법으로는 측정한 데이터로부터 각 상의
변형거동을 정확하게 분리하여 해석하기가 어렵다. 따라서 분석
과정에서

대부분

Isostress상태가

가정되어

두

상의

Strain

Partitioning 현상이 무시되고, 따라서 각 상에 가해진 정확한
응력을

산출하기

어렵다.

그리고

또한,

데이터

측정

구간을

제어하는 것에 한계가 있어, 원하는 상황에서 연속적이고 정확한
응력 값을 얻을 수 없다. 게다가, 중성자 회절 실험은 그 설비의
크기가 거대하고 수가 적어 접근성이 매우 낮은 편이다. 이러한
이유로 더 접근성이 좋은 상 별 변형 분석 기법이 요구되었고, 본
연구진은

그

후보로

나노인덴테이션을
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선정하였다.

나노인덴테이션을 이용하면, Strain partitioning의 영향 없이 강재의
독립된 결정립별/상별 변형 거동을 관찰할 수 있으며, 응력 상태를
연속적인

값으로

측정

가능하다.

또한

장비도

단순한

편으로

접근성도 높다. 따라서 본 연구진은 나노인덴테이션 기반 분석법이
중성자 회절 기반 변형 분석법을 대체할 수 있을 것으로 판단하고,
Fe-24.67Cr-7.04Mn-3.98Ni-3.88Mo-0.49Si-0.45N-0.022C

의

조성을 가지는 DSH, Fe-17.2Cr-5.9Mn-5.01W-2.54Mo-0.31Si0.43N-0.012C 의 조성을 가지는 DSL 두 2상 스테인리스 강재를
대상으로

나노인덴테이션을

이용해

그

항복

거동을

상

별로

분석하였다. 그 결과, DSH의 경우 Austenite가 Ferrite에 비해
20%가량 낮은 힘에서 소성 변형이 시작되는 것을 확인하였으나,
DSL에서는 두 상이 모두 비슷한 힘에서 소성 변형을 시작하는
경향을 나타내었다. 그리고 이와 같은 미시적 경향이 거시적인 1축
인장 시에도 동일하게 나타나는지 확인하기 위해 in-situ 중성자
회절 실험을 진행하여 시편의 각 상 별 항복 응력을 산출하였다. 그
결과 나노인덴테이션 실험 결과의 경향과 마찬가지로, DSH의 경우
Austenite가 Ferrite에 비해 낮은 응력에서 소성 변형을 시작하고,
DSL의 경우 두 상이 모두 비슷한 응력에서 소성 변형을 시작하는
경향이 나타났다. 즉, 나노인덴테이션을 통해 구한 미시적 항복
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거동과 in-situ 중성자 회절 실험을 통해 구한 거시적 항복 변형이
밀접한 관련이 있음이 밝혀졌고, 이를 통해 2상 스테인리스의 상 별
항복 경향을 구함에 있어 나노인덴테이션 기반 분석 기법이 중성자
회절 기반 분석 기법을 대체할 수 있을 것이라고 판단되었다. 또한
본 연구진은 실험을 통해 얻어진 데이터들을 바탕으로 전위 생성
에너지를 계산하여 각 시편의 상 별 항복 강도의 차이가 전위 생성
에너지의 차이에 기인한다는 것 또한 확인할 수 있었다.

두 번째로, 디지털 이미지 기반 변형 분석 기법과 집합조직
기반 변형 분석 기법을 보완하기 위해, EBSD와 결합된 디지털
이미지 기반 변형 분석 기법이 개발되었다. 그간 다양한 연구를
통해 일반적으로 금속재료의 변형 시, 그 변형량이 증가할수록 결정
방위의 뒤틀림이 심해져, 변형된 시편의 평균 Misorientation의
값이

증가한다는

Misorientation을

사실이

보고되었다.

대표하는

지표

이를
값

바탕으로
(Kernel

다양한
average

misorientation (KAM), Orientation spread (OS), Grain average
misorientation (GAM))들이 높은 영역이 많은 변형량을 수용한
부분으로 간주되곤 했다. 그러나, 전체적인 변형량이 증가함에 따라
Misorientation의 평균값이 증가하는 경향이, EBSD 이미지 상 국소
구간의

Misorientation이

해당

부위의
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직접적인

변형량을

나타낸다고

해석될

수는

없다.

이를

위해서는,

변형량과

Misorientation간의 정량적 관계에 대한 연구가 선행 되어야 한다.
반면, 디지털 이미지 기반 변형 분석 기법 (DIC)을 이용하면 변형
전후의 디지털 이미지를 비교 분석하여 국소적인 부위의 변형량을
정량적으로 산출할 수 있다. 그러나 해당 기법은 결정립계나 상
경계를 식각된 시편 표면의 형상을 통해 구분하기 때문에, 그
구분이 모호하여 미세구조와 변형량 사이의 정확한 관계 도출이
어렵다. 하지만 2상 스테인리스의 복잡한 변형 거동을 정밀히
분석하기 위해서는, 정확하고 정량적인 변형량 정보와 해당 구간의
미세조직, 결정방위 정보가 모두 고려되어야 한다. 따라서 앞서
기술된 두 변형 분석 기법의 단점을 개선하고, 국부적 변형량과
Misorientation간의 관계에 대한 정량적 분석을 수행하여 집합조직
기반 변형 거동 분석을 보완하고자, 600℃에서 4시간 열처리한
순도 99.9% Cu 시편을 이용해 DIC (Digital Image Correlation)와
EBSD의 연계 분석이 시도되었다. DIC분석을 위해서는 국부적 변형
추적을 위해 시편 위에 Nano-micro particle을 도포해야 하는데,
이러한 Particle들이 EBSD 측정을 방해하여 Misorientation과 같은
주변 방위와의 관계가 중요한 지표에 큰 오류를 야기한다. 따라서
정밀한 결정 방위 정보를 얻는 동시에 DIC 분석을 수행하기 위해,
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기존의 Nano-micro particle 도포 기법을 대체하여 Carbon coat
patterning 기법이 개발되었고, 이 방법을 통해 DIC분석을 수행하는
동시에 정밀한 EBSD 이미지를 얻을 수 있었다. 이를 바탕으로 9.2%
1축

인장

변형을

수행한

Cu

시편의

Local

strain과

여러

Misorientation 지표 (KAM, GAM) 간의 정량적 관계에 대한
분석을 수행한 결과, 통계적으로 변형량이 클수록 결정립의 왜곡이
심해진다는 일반적인 경향은 확인 했지만, 국부적 변형량과 해당
구간의 KAM, GAM 값 사이에서 밀접한 연관성을 찾을 수 없었다.
본 연구진은 이러한 경향이 나타나게 된 하나의 이유로, 변형에
대한 결정립의 방위 안정성 차이를 제시하였고, 결정립마다 그 초기
방위에 따라 변형에 따른 Misorientation의 증가 추세가 다름을
밝혀내었다. 따라서, EBSD 이미지 상에서 KAM과 GAM등의 값을
초기 집합조직에 대한 고려 없이 직접적인 국부적 변형량의 지표로
사용하는 것에는 문제가 있으며, 변형에 대해 불안정 방위를 가지는
결정립에 한해, KAM 값을 결정립 내 변형량의 척도로는 사용할 수
있다는 결론을 얻을 수 있었다.
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